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A b stract
New developm ents in transform ation  theory  have fueled in terest in m ethods th a t 
em ploy transform ation  in the com putation  process. Theory from  various disciplines 
including electrical engineering, physics, m athem atics, and com puter science have 
benefited from  these advances. T he greatest im pact in com puter science by these 
m ethods is in th e  area of im age com pression. D igital image com pression is currently  
of high in terest in com puter science. T he growing dem and for images in com puters 
has grown faster th an  the  technology and thus solutions are sought. This work deals 
w ith the  problem  of quantization  of resu ltan t coefficients of the  transform s in com­
pression m ethods th a t perform  transform ation  of the  data . T he digital im age da ta  
transform ations include quad ra tu re  m irror filtering, conjugate q u ad ra tu re  filtering, 
and wavelet m ethods. The process of transform ation  m ay be im plem ented in a re­
versible m anner such th a t no change in the  d a ta  is present. Q uan tiza tion  does not 
enjoy th is luxury and im plem entation of a quantization  schem e should be a careful 
and precise process. Various transform ation  processes are exam ined and the  resu ltan t 
d a ta  from the  m ultiresolution sub-band coding process is ta rge ted  by quantization 
m ethods developed for compression of the data .
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C hap ter 1 
In trod u ction
T he progress of technology in com puters has opened up new dom ains for the  use of 
digital system s. T he m ethods of com puter system s is progressively advancing into 
other areas, expanding to  encom pass m any areas previously unexploited  by com put­
ers. One of these areas is image system s. T he enhanced capabilities of even small 
com puter system s has opened up the  possibility to  m erge technologies as never be­
fore. T he speed and storage advancem ents in recent years has enabled m ore and more 
image storage and retrieval and real tim e video play back.
An integral p a rt of these advances is the  d igital im age. A digital im age is a 
collection of codes th a t contain inform ation abou t th e  im age th a t the  file represents. 
A com m on p ractice  is to  use a code system  of eight binary digits (bits) to  hold 
the inform ation in a  spatia l dom ain. This practice  is im plem ented in m any forms 
dependent on the  type of image represented, grey scale or color. In grey scale, a 
single set of 8 b it values is used to represent the  lum inance intensity. This results in 
256 values, 0 to  255, which is powerful enough to be indistinguishable by the  eye from 
the  analog im age [9]. In color images, m ore than  one set of values is used. Typically 
th ree sets are em ployed. Com m on m ethods include RGB which is th ree 8 b it sets 
representing the  in tensities of the red, green and blue com ponents of the  image. O ther 
trip le sets com m on are  Y IQ , CM Y, HSV, HLS and HVC [13]. Higher resolution of
images is possible w ith m ore b its used for a set, bu t th is is usually found in the  color 
images where a  larger range of colors is desired. For sim plicity  in th is work a  single 
set of 8 bit codes will be worked with. The m ethods are ex tended  to m ore sets in an 
ite rative  m anner.
T he dom ain of digital images is not lim ited to sim ple photograph or video type 
system s. A rapidly expanding am ount of digital images is a ttr ib u tab le  to  m any 
o ther types of d igital im age system s. Nuclear M agnetic Resonance (N M R), infrared 
(IR ), sonar, radar, u ltrasound, synthetic  apertu re  rad ar (SA R), scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM ), and Atom ic force microscopy (A FM ) add to  the  growing am ount 
of digital d a ta  [11]. T his huge am ount of d a ta  requires large storage areas in its native 
form. M ethods th a t reduce the overhead of storing all this d a ta  are desired. This 
reduction of size is com m only known of as compression. T he advent of high speed 
com puters and d a ta  com m unication channels in the last few years has increased the 
in terest in com pression. T he additions of graphical interfaces and high resolution 
m onitors along w ith higher storage capacity have also pushed the  dem and for m ore 
inform ation in tigh t areas. L ittle  thought is needed to  realize th a t d a ta  compression 
is a  growing dem and th a t will continue to exceed the  technology.
Image and d a ta  com pression is divided into two m ajo r categories. Those th a t 
uncom press or reconstruct perfectly with no loss, and thus called lossless. And those 
th a t m ake an approx im ate  reconstruction of the d a ta  or im age with some loss of 
detail or quality, and thus called lossy. F igure 1.1 shows a  general arrangem ent 
of the  processes inherent to the m ethods. T he presence of a quantization  phase in 
the lossy m ethods is the  m ajor process difference. T he addition of a quantization 
phase is typically necessary due to  the difference in m ethod of the  decom position or 
transform ation phase.
T he dom ain of lossless compression has a long history  in term s of com puter tim e.
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Figure 1.1: This is the generalized compression methods diagram. Note that the addi­
tion of quantization is typically neccessary due to different methods of decomposition or 
transformation and is not the only cause or form of loss.
T he early  com puter system s used a higher num ber of b its th an  necessary and thus 
early tex t on com pression deal with advantages of packing the  bits. T h a t is pushing 
the b its necessary to encode the d a ta  together to  e lim inate  the  gap. This m ethod 
is still valid for 64 grey scale im ages stored in 8 b it fo rm at. Since only 6 b its are 
necessary, the  d a ta  m ay be m apped into the lower 64 values, if not already there, 
and the  upper two bits rem oved through m asking and shifting. This is a 1.33:1 
compression since only 3 out of 4 b its are needed.
W ith  the advent of full use of the  bit bandw idth , com pression becam e m ore com ­
plicated. M ethods th a t rely on frequency of usage were developed such as Huffman 
coding. Various bit m anipulations developed such as b it p lane run  length coding and 
Gray coding for preprocessing in b it plane run encoding. L ater m ethods employed 
the  redundancy of values in close proxim ity and predictive behavior m ethods were
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developed. Some of the  previous m ethods were developed for images in specific. All 
of these m ethods are explained in detail and abundance in th e  lite ra tu re  and in tex ts 
aim ed a t compression.
Lossy m ethods were developed to  break the inform ation bounds. It was d e te r­
m ined th a t  some loss of inform ation was acceptable. These m ethods include vec­
tor codebook coding, a form of d igital pulse code m odulation  and transform  m eth ­
ods. Local algorithm  developm ents incorporating various m ethods to  achieve both 
lossy and lossless com pression have m ade strides in th e  im age compression field 
[5, 45, 46, 47, 48]. The work described herein deals with the  transform  process a.s used 
in im age compression and the  processing of the d a ta  during the  com pressing process.
C hap ter 2 outlines in brief th e  inform ation and transform ation  theory integral to 
the  com pression schem e em ployed in th is work. Key equations and ideas are presented 
from  the  various m ethods. T he rigorous developm ent and proof are  available in the 
lite ra tu re  and tex t.
C hap ter 3 presents the  focus of th is work. T he quantization  of the  d a ta  resu ltan t 
from  the  m ethods of chap ter 3 is analyzed and developed. Key m ethods th a t work 
in conjunction with the  quan tization  are also discussed.
C hap ter 4 covers in g rea ter detail the  im plem entation of the m ethods discussed 
in chap ter 2 and 3.
C hap ter 5 presents the  results from  the m ethods and discusses the  m easurem ents 
of the  results. The results are presented in tabu lar form.
T he appendices contain tab u la r inform ation on the  results of the  transform ation 
m ethods. Also contained are the  im plem entation program s and listed therein are the 
various filter values im plem ented.
C hap ter 2 
In form ation  th eory
2.1 T ran sform ation
In order to  convey an understand ing  of the  m ethods used in th is work for the  com ­
pression of digital images, it is necessary to explain some of th e  background theory 
and m ethods th a t are in tegral to the process. One of the  key factors of the m ethod 
em ployed is the transfo rm ation  process. In order for th e  transform  process to  be 
explained, some of the  inform ation theory  m ust be clear.
To help illu stra te  some of the  theory  covered in the  following sections, exam ples 
and figures are presented from  the  im plem ented m ethods of th is work. A form of pyra­
m id coding is used for the  transform ation  and is explained in the  m ethods chapter. 
T he exam ples are provided as illustration  in general of the  theory.
A nother note of m ethod  is also necessary here. Since im ages are typically  viewed as 
a m atrix  or two dim ensional array, th ree  dim ensions for m oving images, the form ula 
and m ethods used will be in two dimensions. It is sim pler to  develop the  form ula 
theory  in one dim ension and generalize to  two and th ree  and for illustration  purposes 
the  one dim ensional form ula are som etim es prefered. T he m ethods employed in this 
work are separable and thus the  two dim ensional im plem entation  is sim ply an ite rative  
process of the  sam e m ethods w ith a change of direction.
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2.1.1 E ntropy
As m entioned above, th e  code th a t represents the  im age is spatial in m ethod. This 
im plies th a t  the position of the  code corresponds d irectly  to  th e  location in the  image. 
This code contains inform ation abou t the image a t the  given location. This inform a­
tion is the  target of these m ethods. Codes located in close proxim ity to each o ther 
contain redundan t inform ation if th e  image is consistent in th a t area. An en tire  image 
of one value contains m axim um  redundancy. A single value,the one all the  codes are 
equal to , along w ith th e  dim ensions of the im age, is all th a t would be necessary to 
produce the image. This is an ex trem e exam ple to  illu stra te  the  point. Real world 
images are m uch m ore in teresting  and complex. R edundancy  is only found where the  
im age varies little  from  place to  place. The in itial ta rge t of com pression is to  remove 
redundancy, as in the ex trem e exam ple, by recoding the im age in a m anner th a t can 
be uncoded to produce the  image.
T he redundancy of an im age can be m easured or evaluated by m easuring the 
am ount of inform ation contained in the  code representing the  im age. This m easure is 
called entropy  and is form ulated  as follows. Let B  represent the  num ber of bits used 
in a  fixed length encoding m ethod . T he inform ation contained in an a rb itra ry  code 
is given:
z'(a-) =  log2[ - ! - ]  =  — log2 p(x)  (2.1)
P(x )
where p(x)  is the  probability  of occurrence of value x.  If th e  probability  of occur­
rence is equal then  p(x)  =  2s  and the  form ula is rew ritten :
i =  — log2(2 B ) =  B  b its (2.2)
This is the ‘self-inform ation’ [9] index or m easure representing how m uch infor­
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m ation  a  code contains abou t itself. Viewed in isolation, a code m ust contain all the 
inform ation abou t itself. Since any value is equally probable, it requires all the  bits to 
represent itself. T he m easure is im proved by weighting the  value w ith the  probability  
of occurrence of the value. T he entropy, H,  of the set of codes is then com puted.
2b  2b
H  = J 2 p ( x ) i ( x )  =  - j ^ p { x ) l o g 2p(x)  b its (2.3)
X =  1 X — \
This value gives the  num ber of bits necessary on average per spatia l location 
to represent the  inform ation contained in the  image. If all values occur with equal 
probability  the  en tropy  is m axim um  and the form ula is given:
2b
H  =  - £ ] 2 - B log2(2 - fl) =  b  b its (2.4)
X = 1
T he preceding form ula, called order one, m easures the  inform ation contained in 
the im age w ith the  codes considered in isolation. A nother m ethod of entropy m easure 
is used where the  codes are considered in tandem .
2 B
p ( x , y ) l o g 2p ( x , y )  bits (2.5)
x = l  y = l
T his is the  order two m ethod and relays a m easure of the  inform ation contained in 
the in terrelation of the  values. It is the  average num ber of bits necessary to  contain 
pairs of values. Since the  values are now considered in pairs and close proxim ity 
proves to  be a useful m easure of system s, a value is ob tained  th a t  reflects how the
association of values comes into play. This m easure is useful in determ ining  the
num ber of additional b its necessary to  determ ine the  second value given th a t the first 
value is known. P red ictive coding m ethods a tte m p t to exploit th is fact.
T he association of the values is explored in m ore detail in the  sta tis tics  section. 
Here the  salient philosophy is th a t an order two m easure will result in a value th a t
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is po ten tially  less then  two order one m easures. L etting  subscrip ts denote the  order, 
this is given:
H {2) <  2H (x] (2.6)
This feature follows as the  m easure is extended to  higher orders. In general, this 
feature is exploited by m ethods th a t  process d a ta  in higher orders. T ransform ation 
m ethods process d a ta  in groups or blocks and thus benefit from  this feature.
The entropy of an im age serves as an estim ate  of the  lower bound on the  com pres­
sion m ethods. R edundancy in the  inform ation contained in the  code can be safely 
removed and restored by lossless m ethods until this estim ate  is exceeded. Removal of 
any m ore inform ation results in poten tia l image degradation. T he m ethods going well 
beyond this lower lim it are lossy and image quality  becom es an integral p a rt of the 
m ethods. At high bit rates, lossy m ethods are undetec tab le  to  the observer. This is 
called visually lossless. At low b it rates, image quality  is com prom ised. T he purpose 
of transform ation  m ethods is to  change the encoding of the  inform ation so th a t  the 
entropy level m ay be passed w ith less loss in im age quality.
2.1.2 Inform ation  Transform ation
The use of transform s m ay be described as a  m ovem ent of the  inform ation. Since 
the inform ation is now contained or coded in a m anner different from locality, the 
transform  moves the  d a ta  from  the  spatial dom ain to  some o ther dom ain. A well 
understood exam ple is the  Fourier transform  in which th e  transform  moves from  the 
spatial dom ain to the  frequency dom ain. O ther types of transform  m ethods are the 
Laplace transform s and Z-transform s used in m athem atics. M athem atics use these 
transform s for reasons sim ilar to the reason for the  Fourier transform  usage in signal 
processing. T he term inology and evaluation is m ore m eaningful and the  resu ltan t
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inform ation easier to  work w ith. These m ethods are rela ted , w ith  th e  m ajor difference 
being the  dom ain. Some are continuous and some discrete. M uch of the lite ra tu re  
surrounding the  m ethods used in th is work is filled w ith theory  worked out in e ither 
Fourier transform  nom enclature  or Z-transform  nom enclature. M uch of the listed 
lite ra tu re  and tex t found in the  bibliography use e ither or bo th  m ethods. Since the 
resu ltan t form ula m ust be transform ed back to the spatia l dom ain for im plem entation 
against the data , or the  d a ta  m ust be transform ed in to  the  o ther dom ain, this work 
will address the working of the  m ethods in the spatia l dom ain w henever possible.
T he transform ation  of im age d a ta  is accom plished in various m anners. This work 
is addressed towards th e  results of the  transform ation process. T heory from various 
m ethods overlap and com bine in the  m ethods. This chap ter will cover some of the 
basic theory  from some of these m ethods. D etailed form alism  and theory  is covered 
extensively in the lite ra tu re  and texts.
Statistical M odel
In order to  illustra te  the  inform ation m ovem ent the  use of s ta tis tica l m easures is 
helpful. A nother te rm  used for the  inform ation content of th e  values representing the 
im age is energy. T he  im age can be viewed as levels of energy which are positional 
dependent. In order to  sim plify the  illustration  and generalize the  theory, the values 
used are wide sense stationary. Any value may occur a t any place and all values are 
considered in equal probability . This m ethod follows the  im plem entation  of image 
independent m ethods. M ore refined analysis is possible if im age dependent m easures 
are used and dynam ic adap tive  m ethods of im plem entation are em ployed. However, 
the  com plexity of adap tive  m ethods is considered as prohib itive and unnecessary due 
to  the  na tu re  of the  transform  m ethods used [3, 9].
A ddressing the energy or inform ation dom ain of the  encoding values, the  sta tistical
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m easures of expected value and variance are used. Let ?7,t- represent the count of
occurrence of an a rb itra ry  value and N 2 be the to ta l num ber of values. The expected
value of a  d a ta  code is given:
2b
E{ x )  = x  =  (2-7)
;=i
P(*f) =  (2-8)
E quation  2.8 is the  probability  of occurrence of value x;. Since the  values are
considered wide sense sta tionary , the  expected value is sim ply the  average.
i N 2
x  =  T p  E  * («) (2.9)
71=1
T he variance is given:
2 s
0-2 =  ~  x Y v ( x i) (2-10)
i = 1
W hich is w ritten:
<j2 =  E[{x -  x )2] (2.11)
T he form ula m ay be derived into:
E { x 2) = a 2 + x 2 (2.12)
This is the  relation used to  describe the  energy of an im age elem ent. T he form ula 
is in te rp re ted  as follows. T he to ta l energy is equal to  the  ‘A C ’ energy plus the ‘D C ’ 
energy [9]. T he transform s used are designed to separa te  these energies. The energy 
m ovem ent can be viewed in m atrix  form. The variance m ust be accom panied by 
ano ther m easure, the covariance. Equation 2.11 is rew ritten  as:
11
° l x  =  E [(X - x ) ( x  - s ) ] (2.13)
Generalizing equation 2.13 to  two separa te  sequences:
° L  =  E[ { x  ~  x) { y  -  jj)], or2 = a . y x (2.14)
Form ing a vector from these term s:
X  -  X
( x  —  x )
( y  -  y )
(2.15)
T he covariance m atrix  is ob tained  by evaluating E { ( X  — X ) ( X  — X ) T }. This is 
ex tended  to  a rb itra ry  dim ensions by including all sequences. In order to  illustra te  
the m atrix , let the  subscripts represent the index of position.
C O V ( x )  =
' i i
2̂1 a,
' 1 2
2
22
U I N
2
a 2 N
a m ' N 2 a N N
(2.16)
T he m atrix  in in terp re ted  diagonally. T he m ain diagonal is th e  covariance of 
a sequence w ith itself. The off diagonal next to  the  m ain is the  covariance of the 
sequence . . .  ,.x'/v_i} w ith the  sequence { x 2, x a , . . .  ,£/v}- T he term  k is defined
as the  difference of the subscripts and thus |/;| represents the  d istance betw een the 
corresponding elem ents of the sequences. Since the variance is wide sense sta tionary  
and covariance is viewed as dependent on distance, the term  a 2 is factored out and a 
correlation term  defined based on distance.
w  = (Tz
(2.17)
Thus the  energy association can also be viewed in a  correlation m atrix .
C O R { x )  =
1 p  p 2 • • •  p N  1
p  1 p  p " - 2
o2 p 1 • • • :
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(2.18)
. p N  1 p N  2 ■ ■ • p  1
This is the  linear correlation m atrix . In the case of a  two dim ensional d a ta  ar­
rangem ent, provision for the  row and colum n proxim ity  m ust be take in to  account. 
The theory  generalizes to  include th is fact in the correlation m atrix . A sim ple corre­
lation m atrix  would use a  grid m etric  to  m easure th e  d istance betw een the  positions 
com puted w ith the  exponent of the  correlation factor equal to the  d istance. Thus the 
first elem ent of row one is distance two from the  second elem ent of row two. Although 
this is slightly in error in term s of tru e  Euclidean distance, the  correlation factor is 
approxim ate  so this will suffice.
T he diagonal represents the correlation of the  value with itself and the  off diagonal 
represents the  correlation w ith the values displaced by the exponent value. A typical 
estim ate  used for p is 0.95. This follows em pirical m easures done on a large num ber 
of various images. T he correlation of a value w ith its neighbors is high and tapers off 
as d istance increases. T ransform ations a tte m p t to  break this correlation. T he sim ilar 
inform ation, or ‘D C ’ energy, is m easured and recorded. T he unique inform ation, or 
‘A C ’ energy, is also m easured and recorded. T he inform ation is transfered  towards 
the upper left of the  m atrix . An ideal transfer places all the energy in the  upper left 
corner and all o ther values are zero. T he necessary inform ation for transm ission and 
reconstruction would approach the ex trem e exam ple given earlier.
A m easure of the  inform ation or energy levels in regions of the  original test image 
is shown in figure 2.1. An illustration of the  im plication of th e  inform ation  m ovem ent 
is shown in figure 2.2 and figure 2.3. These two tables are displayed to  show the 
range of change possible for the  filters used in th is work. Q ualitatively , figure 2.2 has
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top  block energy 19677714.000000000
level 4 block 2 energy 19677714.000000000
level 4 block 3 energy 19504218.000000000
level 4 block 4 energy 19135641.000000000
level 3 block 2 energy 75849639.000000000
level 3 block 3 energy 75494112.000000000
level 3 block 4 energy 74185679.000000000
level 2 block 2 energy 297849981.000000000
level 2 block 3 energy 291023565.000000000
level 2 block 4 energy 325620893.000000000
level 1 block 2 energy 1280910038.000000000
level 1 block 3 energy 1111817208.000000000
level 1 block 4 energy 1039072953.000000000
im age variance 2300.370000000
order one entropy 7.448349608
order two entropy 11.936665926
Table 2.1: This table shows the energy levels present in the original image. The block sizes 
match those resultant from the pyramid transform process used throughout this document. 
A comparison of this table with those showing the energy movement indicates the change 
produced by the transform process. Also provided in this table are the image variance,the 
order one and order two entropy.
the lowest top  block energy while figure 2.3 contains the highest. T he original value 
is produced by com puting over the en tire  image. The breakdow n values are post­
transform  and are com puted for the individual blocks th a t result from  the  transform  
im plem ented. T he m ethod used creates blocks of d a ta  in decreasing size. From the 
tables, 97 to  98 percent of the energy is moved into one of the  sm allest blocks. The 
actual block size from the m ethod shown is ^  the size of the  to ta l d a ta  size. This is64
the concentration  of the inform ation into a ‘D C ’ area of the  data .
Vector Space M odel
A nother m ethod  of illustration of the  transform  operation is the  vector space model. If 
the d a ta  from  the  image is grouped into trip les and plotted  in th ree  space, a grouping
original energy of im age 4649819355.000000000
top block energy 4532280318.249402000
level 4 block 2 energy 12124360.888635417
level 4 block 3 energy 41878189.676114753
level 4 block 4 energy 6137062.911819779
level 3 block 2 energy 7314687.427043722
level 3 block 3 energy 20682504.301320821
level 3 block 4 energy 4377295.550486273
level 2 block 2 energy 4062196.632395499
level 2 block 3 energy 11492356.086492999
level 2 block 4 energy 2104509.727947459
level 1 block 2 energy 1939917.343429118
level 1 block 3 energy 4657344.413282207
level 1 block 4 energy 771104.169652950
to ta l energy transform ed 4649821847.378024100
to ta l energy lost -2492.378024101
Table 2.2: This table contains the energy levels of the indicated levels and blocks for the 
coefficients resultant from the Daubechies 4 tap wavelet filters.
original energy of im age 4649819355.000000000
top  block energy 4548756849.950897200
level 4 block 2 energy 8105564.246213841
level 4 block 3 energy 35604855.481941462
level 4 block 4 energy 8227783.042292018
level 3 block 2 energy 5996043.691318922
level 3 block 3 energy 18304442.368917473
level 3 block 4 energy 4939131.792767167
level 2 block 2 energy 3047948.048764755
level 2 block 3 energy 9411950.307810796
level 2 block 4 energy 2122217.600445380
level 1 block 2 energy 1270638.496436763
level 1 block 3 energy 3418828.837680248
level 1 block 4 energy 613108.097827203
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819361.963313100
to ta l energy lost -6.963313102
Table 2.3: This table contains the energy levels of the indicated levels and blocks for the 
coefficients resultant from the Daubechies 30 tap Coiflet wavelet filters.
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of the  points is expected around the vector X  — Y  =  Z.  T he transform  in effect 
ro tates these points onto or close to one of the  space axis of a different dom ain. Thus 
one of the values becomes im portan t, the  offset from th e  axis origin, and the  o ther
two becom e less im p o rtan t, the  offset from  the  axis itself. Figure 2.1 depicts a typical
vector form ed in th ree  space by p lo tting  a trip le  from  an im age dom ain. F igure 2.2 
depicts the  dom ain change. Note th a t  the  Z  d irection coefficient is now dom inant.
W ith  m ore com plex spaces, it becomes difficult to  envision th is process. T he three
space model is sufficient to get a grasp of the  process [3, 9].
The transform  of the  coordinates is well understood in geom etric m athem atics 
and for our purposes it is only necessary to  understand  th a t this transform  is energy 
invariant under certain  conditions. The am ount of energy is unaffected by the  process. 
In effect the  d a ta  has ju st changed dom ains as the  term  transform  im plies. This is 
form ally supported  by Parseval’s theorem  which is used in m any no tational forms 
dependent on the  dom ain being addressed. T he sim plest form is given:
N 2 N 2
£ N 2 =  Eie>fcl2 (2.19)
i=1 k=1
A two dim ensional form ula is generalized from Parseval’s relationship  [6].
£  £  |C (u , „ )p  =  £  £ [ / ( * ,  y ) f  (2.20)
«=1 V = l  X —  1 t /=l
A quick check on the  accuracy of a  transform  is th e  sum m ation  of the  squared 
term s in bo th  dom ains. A check of the  fidelity of the  transform  is the  sum m ation  of 
the squared term s of the  DC com ponents of the  transform  dom ain. A com parison 
of the result w ith th a t  of th e  to ta l will indicate the  energy com paction ability  of the 
transform . Ideally all the  energy will have been moved in to  the  DC term s and the 
sums will m atch . This is only possible w ith dependent transform s with the  target
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Figure 2.1: This figure shows how a triple choosen arbitrarily from the data  would form a 
vector in three space. Note that the coefficients are of approximately equal value. An entire 
graphing of triples from an image as points would create a  cloud of points around the line 
X  = Y  = Z.
Figure 2.2: This figure shows the effect of transformation into a new domain with axis 
alignment as a goal. Note that now only one coefficient is dominant because the other two 
are diminished.
image used to  com pute the  transform . T his is the  m ethod  of the  K arhunen-Loeve 
transform  in block transform ations. The results are used as a com parison against 
which o ther transform s are m easured. A listing of the  values resu ltan t form the 
filters used in th is work is provided in the  appendices.
Invariance in system s is useful in m any m ethods and is exploited for use in fractal 
generation. In th a t dom ain the  affine transform ation  has a heavy reliance on invari­
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ance w ithin the  system . T he invariance property  also poses a  defining p roperty  on 
the  transform  in th a t the  ac tual values under consideration for the transform  are of 
little  im portance. An alignm ent of the  d a ta  in term s of a stra igh t forward translation  
has no effect on the  transform ed data . A range of \x ,y \  produces the  sam e problem  
to  the  com pressor as the  range [.t +  O', y + a]. A translation  th a t norm alizes the  image 
by the m ean will however provide a lessening of th e  DC com ponent of the  transform  
coefficients. In the block transform  dom ain, this m eans the  DC com ponent will be 
zero for each block if each block is m ean aligned. However, now instead of recording 
the DC com ponent of the block, the  m ean m ust be recorded for reconstruction. Each 
term  is vital for exact reconstruction  and therefore little  is gained.
T he transform  itself is described in term s of basis vectors. T hus the  link to  vector 
space. T he image is viewed as a vector or set of vectors th a t exist in some N  space. 
Since th e  basis vectors of a space can be used to  describe any vector in th a t  space, 
the im age can be described with the  basis vectors described by the  transform  filters. 
Since the  inverse transform  is desired to reconstruct the  im age, certain  properties of 
the  transform  filters are im posed on the basis vectors.
T he first and m ost im portan t property  is th a t  of orthogonality. The filters used 
in conjunction w ith each o ther should only effect the  d a ta  in an exclusive m anner. If 
the filters m anipu la te  the  d a ta  in an overlapping m anner, it becom es im possible to 
separa te  the  effects of th e  individual filters during reconstruction. T he overlapping 
also serves to provide redundan t inform ation, which is w hat compression strives to 
rem ove. Thus with orthogonality , the  resu ltan t filter coefficients are only effected by 
the  d a ta  aligned w ith the  filter. T he d a ta  unaligned with the  filter m ust be pro­
cessed by fellow filters which are  aligned to the  da ta . In this m anner, the  coefficients 
generated  by one filter are considered correction or error term s of the  o ther filter’s 
or filters’ coefficients. In this work a sim ple system  of filtering is used in th a t the
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filters are sim ply low -pass/high-pass com binations. T he ite ra tive  im plem entation of 
the  m ethod serves to  subdivide the  dom ain.
The second property  th a t plays a m ajor role in the  m ethod  is the  property  of
normality. Ideally the  reconstructed  image is of th e  sam e m agnitude as the  original.
T he values are very close if not exact. In practice, the  two properties are both required 
in some form  and thus the  transform ation  and its inverse is lossless. Some of the  filters 
im plem ented require a  weighting term  to assure norm ality. T he com bining of these 
properties is orthonormality  and is required to benefit from  Parseval’s theorem . The 
fidelity com putation  m entioned above is a helpful consequence of orthonorm ality.
A nother helpful consequence of orthonorm ality  is the  ease of determ ination  of the 
inverse transform . Using m atrix  notation  for the  transform s we get:
[C] = [T][X] (2.21)
T he inverse operation is then  given:
[X] = [C][T]~'  (2.22)
W ith  orthonorm al transform  vectors in the transform  m atrix :
[T ]"1 =  [T]7 (2.23)
W ith  separable transform  m atrices the  two dim ensional transform  is accom plished 
w ith an ite ration  of one dim ensional m ethods and the equation is given:
[C] =  [T][F][T}t  (2.24)
with reconstruction given:
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[F] = [T}T[C}[T] =  [T]t [T}[F][T]t [T] =  [T]_1[r][F ][r]_1[T] (2.25)
W hen th e  orthonorm ality  conditions are relaxed the  com puta tion  of the  inverse 
becomes m ore complex though not im possible [2, 33]. N um erical m ethods are brought 
to  bear on the  problem  and approxim ate  solutions used in practice. Since the  tran s­
form s w ith th e  o rthonorm ality  property, when used for im age com pression, are capable 
of perfect reconstruction , the  lossy property  of these m ethods stem s from elsewhere. 
T he lossy condition is actually  a ttr ib u tab le  to the quan tization  m ethod  used to store 
or tran sm it the  transform ed d a ta  [11], This implies th a t  the  quan tizer is the  m ain 
target of careful im plem entation  and th a t small losses in the  transform  with approx­
im ate  m ethods is of little  concern. If speed of process is the  p rim ary  goal and sim ple 
filters are desired in the  inverse stage, then  approxim ate transform  filters of more 
complex determ ination  is valid. Note then  th a t quan tization  is not the only source 
of loss in high com pression m ethods.
The vector space m odel provides insight into the  m ethods of transform ation . T he 
desire in compression is to  find a unique representation of the  im age in a  m anner th a t 
is sm aller th an  the original. In lossy m ethods the fact th a t  an exactly  unique repre­
sentation  does not provide m uch compression is accepted and a close approxim ation 
is sought. Thus, in the  vector space, it is desired th a t a  subset of the  basis is found 
th a t will serve to  represent the  original as accurately as possible for the  compression 
desired. This is a least-squares approxim ation to {.x,} [3].
2.2 B lo ck  co d in g
T he root of transform ation  usage in image compression is the  block transform . Much 
of the  lite ra tu re  refers to  this process as transform or block coding and subsequent
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developm ents th a t ex tend  th is theory have developed their own nam es. T he sections 
th a t follow deal w ith the  extensions and their nam es.
In block coding the  im age or signal is divided up into sm aller blocks and each is 
processed in isolation from  the rest of the  data . Typical block sizes are 4x4,8x8, and 
16x16. T he d a ta  is processed in a transform ation  w ith the  goals of the  theory  listed 
above. In the block transform , the  first, upper left corner da tu m , is considered the 
prim ary  DC com ponent and the  diagonal is com prised of the  rem aining DC factor of 
the transform .
T he standard  for m easurem ent of perform ance in the  block transform  dom ain 
is the  Karhunen-Loeve Transform  (KLT). This is a d a ta  dependent m ethod which 
adap ts to  the  isolated d a ta  and thus provides a  perfect transform ation  of the  data . 
T he transform  filtering is com puted for each block. Since th is m ethod is com puta­
tionally  expensive and com plex in im plem entation, approx im ate  m ethods are used.
Am ong the various m ethods there  are the D iscrete Fourier Transform  (D F T ), the 
W alsh-H adam ard Transform  (W H T ), the  H aar Transform  (H T ), the  slant transform  
(ST), and the d iscrete cosine transform  (D C T). O ther m ethods th a t perform  the 
block transform ations and a com parison of perform ance is available in the tex t [9].
Some of the m ethods are based on ease of im plem entation . Some on m athem atical 
properties, Some have developed from other areas of in terest. T he filter coefficients 
have developed from e ither analy tic  solution or from em pirical study. T he m ethods 
have been developed over tim e and enjoy acceptance in im plem entation . Two coding 
standards have been established based on these m ethods, JP E G  and M PEG  am ong 
others have included D C T in their transform s [3].
T he form ula and specific m ethods of block transform ation  is covered in dep th  in 
the lite ra tu re  [3, 6, 9, 11]. It suffices here to s ta te  th a t the  theory  and m ethodology 
listed herein has its founding in these m ethods. Subsequent theoretical developm ent,
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w hether based d irectly  on these m ethods or developed separately, m ay now be con­
sidered an extension of these m ethods.
The block transform ation  dom ain, as th e  term s imply, is im plem ented in a block 
by block m ethod. Due to  th is m ethod, there  are lim its to  the  system . Once a 
threshold of b its  per pixel has been crossed the  reconstructed  im age contains a blocky 
residual p a tte rn . To overcom e this problem , the  next m ethod developed was lapped 
transform s, in which the  boundaries of th e  blocks are overlapped and d a ta  sam ples 
used from adjoining blocks are used in the  transform  process. T he theory, m ethods 
and im plem entation continues from the  block transform ation  dom ain and is known as 
Lapped O rthogonal T ransform ation (LO T) [3, 26, 27, 37]. Since m ost of the  theory 
of block transform ation  is retained and little  insight added, these m ethods are only 
m entioned here. T he purpose of lapping th e  blocks is to  address the  blocking artifacts 
from low bits rates of block transform ation . T hus these m ethods are sim ply corrective 
to  the  block transform  m ethods. The developm ent of lapped  transform s does however 
serve as a link to  th e  next m ethod.
2.3 S u b -b a n d  cod in g
Sub-band, coding, in con trast to block transfo rm ation , does not tre a t the  d a ta  in 
isolated blocks b u t m anipulates the inform ation in a serial m anner. T he en tire  image 
is processed a t once. Thus the  entire  im age is trea ted  as one large block. T his allows 
the  theory developed earlier to carry forward. T he m ethodology is only changed. As 
a note, the blocking artifac t is also carried forward however it now appears a t the 
border of the  im age and thus is less d istrac ting  to the viewer.
Sub-band codings purpose is m ainly to divide the im age into its com ponent sig­
nals. T he ‘D C ’ term  is now a set of coefficients grouped together by a  low-pass filter. 
T he ‘A C ’ com ponent is a set of coefficients grouped together by a  high-pass filter.
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Figure 2.3: This figure depicts the resultant coefficient arrangment of the block transform 
methods. This is a simplified representation for use in comparison with the sub-band 
coefficient arrangment.
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Figure 2.4: This figure depicts the resultant coefficient arrangment of the sub-band trans­
form methods. This is a simplified representation for use in comparison with the block 
coefficient arrangment.
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Figure 2.3 shows the  resu lting  arrangem ent of the block transform  m ethod while fig­
ure 2.4 shows the resulting  arrangem ent of the sub-band m ethods. These m ethods are 
therefore tightly  linked to  spectral analysis m ethods. Indeed, m uch of the lite ra tu re  
is therefore w ritten  in signal nom enclature. T he m ath em atic  nom enclature is easiest 
in the  Z-transform  dom ain. The general Z-transform  is given:
N - l
x ( n )  t—> x( z )  = ^ 2  x ( n ) z ~ n, 0 <  2  <  1 (2.26)
n=0
W ith  2  =  eluJ the Z-transform  is the  D iscrete Fourier Transform .
=  X ( e n  =  £  , r (u ) ( e - ) - "  =  £  x {n ) e ~ inM (2.27)
7 1 = 0  71 =  0
In order to im plem ent sub-band coding a split of the  signal would resu lt in an 
expansion of the data . Each band would be the  size of the  original d a ta  set. Thus 
decim ation and in terpo lation  are used to m ain ta in  the  size of th e  set. T he d a ta  
are subsam pled at constan t intervals during the  transform  phase. A two band split 
im plies an interval of every o ther sam ple being kept from  the  filtering. This m ay be
viewed as an extension of the analog to digital conversion or transform ation . From
the continuous dom ain, an in term edia te  signal is the  d a ta  of the  im age, from th a t 
ano ther subsam pled signal is obtained.
»<">-{ oI(n) <2-28>
y(n)  m ay be rew ritten  as:
y ( n ) =  b ^ 77-) + ( - 1)"x'(n )] (2-29)
For n  odd, y{n) — 0 and for n  even, y(n)  — | ( 2 x(n) .  Thus a subsam ple of the 
d a ta  is obtained . Every o ther term  is retained. A Z-transform  is perform ed on y{n).
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N- l
y(n)  i-» y(z )  =  ^  y ( n ) z ~ n (2.30)
71 = 0
W hich m ay be shown to be:
y i z ) = +  * ( -« * ) ]  (2.31)
Sim ilar m ethods are em ployed on the  inverse phase to  reconstruct the  signal. The
d a ta  are now expanded back into the  original size by in terpolation . Thus zeros are
inserted between the  sam ples. The effect in the  Z-transform  is as follows.
v(n)  = { V^  U 7  0’ ± 2 ’ ± 4 ’ - "  (2.32)
( 0  otherw ise
Thus the  Z-transform  is given:
CO
v(z)  =  Y 2 v i u )z ~n (2.33)
— OO
Since every o ther term  is zero, the  equation is reindexed.
OO
« (” ) = J 2  y ( k ) ( z 2 ) ~ k =  y(*2) (2.34)
k = —oo
The filtering or transform ation  step  is perform ed through a  convolution given as:
N - 1
V(n ) = h (k -  n ) x ( k )  (2.35)
k=0
The Z -transform ation of th is is:
y(z)  = x ( z ) h ( z )  (2.36)
This leads to  the  developm ent of the  two channel sub-band filter bank. The figure 
depicts th e  d a ta  paths through the im plem entation  of the  transform  and inverse
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operations. T he d a ta  are processed by the  low and high-pass sides of the  system  
in the analysis phase. The resu ltan t coefficients are decim ated  or down sampled 
such th a t only every o ther value is retained . In practice only every o ther value is 
com puted. This process results in a  split of the  dom ain in to  two separa te  sets of 
values. T he process is then repeated  on these sets individually  un til practical gain
has dim inished. It is sufficient to  process the  high-pass side once m ore and the
low-pass ite ra tes  un til the  filter w idth  equals the  d a ta  dim ension. T he figure only 
shows one pass and the  reconstruction phase th a t  inverses the  transform . For each 
iteration  of the  subdivided da ta , a  reconstruction  phase is em ployed. T he bisecting 
line represents the  place where quan tization , compression and storage or transm ission 
take place. T he reconstruction or synthesis  phase upsam ples the  d a ta  and processes 
the separa te  sets th rough the filters and recom bines the resu lt to  rebu ilt th e  original
d a ta  set. In practice  the  upsam ple is built in to  the  process and thus zeros are not
inserted for the  m issing d a ta  nor processed in the com putation .
Following the  paths through figure 2.5 the  top branch gives:
0o(z) = h0 ( z ) x ( z )  (2.37)
M z ) -  9 oiz ) M z ) (2-38)
W ith  the  decim ation and in terpolation  imposing:
2/0 (2:) =  i  \00{z*) +  0o( -2*)]  (2.39)
M z )  = yo{z2)
Com bining all these gives:
(2.40)
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analysis section synthesis section
Figure 2.5: Two channel sub-band filter bank. The time domain signal is processed starting 
from the left. Separate transforms are performed through the top and bottom  of the system. 
The resultant coefficients indicated as 6 are produced and subsampled. This is indicated 
by the downward arrows. The 2 indicates that the subsampling is performed for every 2 
datum . Thus every other coefficient is retained. This process is reversed past the dashed 
bisection line. The resultant signals y are upsampled by 2 and the signal unfiltered. The 
reconstructed signal is then obtained by summing the two parts indicated by v.
vo{z) =  ^go(z)  [hQ{z)x{z)  +  h o { - z ) x { - z ) \  (2.41)
Tracing the  lower path  sim ilarly  produces:
M * )  =  \ q\ {z ) [hi (z)x(z)  = h x{ - z ) x { - z ) \  (2.42)
Thus the reconstructed  signal in Z-transform  notation:
■*(*) =  2  lh°(z )9 ° ( z ) = h 1(z)g1( z ) ]x ( z )
+  \  \h o { -z )g 0{z) +  h l { - z ) g 1{ z ) ] x ( - z )
= T ( z ) x ( z )  +  S [ z ) x ( —z) (2.43)
T he first p a rt of the equation, T ( z ) x ( z ) ,  is the approxim ation  to  the  original d a ta
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while the second p a rt, S ( z ) x ( —z),  is th e  error ad ju stm en t of the  system . T hus to 
achieve perfect reconstruction  the factors m ust adhere to  th e  following conditions.
S ( z )  = 0 , Vz  (2.44)
T ( z )  =  cz~no (2.45)
W here c is some constan t. To elim inate aliasing and force S( z )  = 0, a requirem ent 
is placed on the  filtering system .
* n  = - ¥ r ^  <2-46>g \{z)  h0 ( - z )
In order to  achieve the  required constra in ts and ease the solution to  th e  system , 
the following selections m ay be m ade.
go{z) = - h i ( - z )  (2.47)
gi (z)  =  h0(z)  (2.48)
T he solutions th a t  provide the required system  have been worked ou t in m any 
m anners [3, 10, 12, 21, 25, 31, 35]. This theory m ay be generalized to  include m ultiple 
channel filter banks with an increase in constra in t and com putation  derivation. If 
o rthonorm ality  is im posed upon the system , the  added com plexity of m ultip le  channel 
filtering m ay be avoided and tree type ite ration  of the  two channel system  provides 
band sp litting  in increasing fineness. In practice  th e  system  is used to  split the  original 
into two bands and th en  each band in tu rn  m ay be fu rther split in series fashion. Full 
b inary type tree  s truc tu res  m ay be used, however, in light of the energy com pacting
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properties of a set of filter pairs it is unnecessary to proceed down the  high-pass 
branch past one iteration .
2 .4  Q M F , C Q F , W a v elets
The sub-band sp litting  perform ed by the  theory  of the  last section is performed 
originally w ith quadrature mirror filters, Q M F [21], and conjugate quadrature filters, 
C Q F [35]. A relatively new m ethod has arisen in the last few years th a t  falls under 
the term  wavelets [10]. The roots and applications of the wavelet theory  are varied 
and extensive [10, 12, 15, 19, 22, 25, 31, 34, 36, 38, 44]. T he lite ra tu re  also contains 
m any applications of the theory directed  towards image com pression specifically [1, 3, 
4, 23, 32, 33, 42, 49]. T here is a  d irect link to  some of the  Q M F solutions and wavelets 
[3]. T he easiest link for m ost is th rough the  Fourier transform . T he com putation  of a 
wavelet transform  and in fact Q M F and C Q F transform s is very sim ilar to  the Fourier 
transform . T he deviation from a stra igh t forward D FT and th e  filtering convolution 
of wavelets and others is the decim ation and in terpolation  perform ed. T he Fourier 
transform  results in a  sym m etrical set of coefficients and thus to  preserve d a ta  set 
size the  sym m etrical portion is discarded [6, 20]. T he Fourier transfo rm ation  may be 
used in a com pression m ethod, however, when im plem ented a t low bit ra tes, it suffers 
from ringing phenom ena [40].
W avelets are a m ethod where a com pactly  supported  function is used to fit the 
data . C om pact support m eans th a t the  filter term s are non-zero over a small region 
and zero elsewhere. In the tim e dom ain, wavelets, QM F, and C Q F m ust conform to 
certain  constra in ts. T hey m ust be orthogonal. They are desired to  be orthonorm al. 
T he orthogonal constra in t is given:
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E g ( k ) f ( k )  = l l =  0 (2.49)
k=o
T h a t is, th e  sum  of the  products of any two filters in the transform  m atrix  m ust 
equal zero. A s tandard  definition of orthogonality. T he form ula in general is given:
g  x n(k)x ; ( k )  = c2J n_s =  |  n = s (2.50)
W here cn is the  norm  of x n(k)  and *, the com plex conjugate. Norm alizing:
m  = - x n(k)  (2.51)
7̂1
Thus the  function m ay be expressed:
N - l
J 2  4>n(k)<t>;(k) =  <5„_s (2.52)
k—0
Therefore the  im age d a ta  m ay be uniquely expressed as:
N - 1
f ( x )  =  £  6s M k ) ,  o <  k < N  -  1 (2.53)
n = 0
W here 9S is defined:
0 s =  E f m : ( k ) ,  0 < s < N - l  (2.54)
k=0
W avelet coefficients m ay be determ ined by inventing a function satisfying these
constra in ts, however they are not guaranteed to have com pact support [40]. The
com pact support is a  key principle in filtering transform s. It produces coefficients 
in the transform  dom ain th a t describe the actions of the values in the tim e dom ain 
in a localized area. T he Fourier transform  suffers from  a  lack of locality in th a t  it 
describes the  inform ation in term s of its frequency b u t not in its locality. T hus the
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Fourier transform  encoded the  d a ta  properties as far as w hat is happening, b u t not 
when. The wavelet m ethods provide locality in bo th  dom ains, tim e  and frequency 
and therefore prove to  be m ore useful. The wavelets are also orthonorm al and the 
coefficients are real. Therefore the im plem entation is sim pler.
T he theoretical developm ent and properties of wavelets is available in the litera tu re  
and tex t. The link w ith the  B inom ial-Q M F m ethod is also covered well [3]. Since 
the  principles and properties, proofs and derivations are long and involved, the  rigor 
is left to  the  lite ra tu re  and tex t. This work is focused on th e  processing of the  d a ta  
after these m ethods have transform ed the data. T he p rim ary  im portance  here is th a t 
orthonorm al wavelets are em ployed for this m ethod of com pression.
2.5 T im e D o m a in
T he theory of the  previous sections provides the  basis for the  im plem entation  of the 
desired practice. From the  various m ethods some basic techniques emerge, (i) The 
transform ation  does not cause a d a ta  expansion. T he im plem entation  m ust consist of 
filters arranged in such a fashion th a t the decim ation and in terpo lation  take place, (ii) 
The values of the  filter elem ents m ust follow constra in ts th a t  allow reconstruction, 
the  filters are orthogonal, (iii) T he values of the  elem ents of the  filters m ust also 
provide for the  transform ation , the  m ovem ent of the  energy as desired. F ilter values 
from the  lite ra tu re  and tex t have been chosen th a t  satisfy these properties.
This work im plem ents a  tandem  pair of filters working to  sp lit the  dom ain into 
high and low frequency bands. T he following nom enclature reflects th is process. The 
im plem entation in the  tim e dom ain is a convolution sum  of the  filter and the  data . 
Typical litera tu re  nom enclature gives this operation as:
y[n] =  h\n\ © x[n] (2.55)
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This operation is the sum  of the d a ta /filte r  product over a region of d a ta  equal 
to th e  size of the  filter. T he solution of the  filter values w ith the  constra in ts imposed 
by the  theory  requires th a t  the  filter values are related  as:
h\[n] — ( — l ) nh0[k — ??,] (2.56)
T his says th a t the  com plem entary filter of a given filter m ust be tim e  reversed and 
the  signs changed as indicated. This results in a sim ple reversing of the  filter values 
and sign change of every o ther value s ta rtin g  with the second. Consider the system  
shown in figure 2.6.
0o (n ) fo(n)
x(nx(n) h\{n)  =  ( - l ) n/i0(n)
analysis section synthesis section
Figure 2.6: Two channel sub-band filter bank. The time domain signal is processed starting 
from the left. The data is filtered by ho{n) and hi(n).  The high-pass is a time reversed 
copy of the low-pass with the indicated sign changes. Note if the filters are symmetric the 
time reverse is unnecessary, thus the figure contains no symbolism indicating this operation. 
The filters are related as indicated with go =  ho and g\ = h\.
Using non-sym m etric filters an exam ple transform  m atrix  is given:
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a b c d 0 0 0 0 ' ’  X 0  '
- d c - b a 0 0 0 0 X i
0 0 a b c d 0 0 X2
0 0 - d c - b a 0 0 X3
0 0 0 0 a b c d X 4
0 0 0 0 —d c - b a x 5
c d 0 0 0 0 a b X q
- b a 0 0 0 0 - d c . X~ .
T he filtering of the  d a ta  is a circular convolution, the  filters w rap around a t the 
ends. T he decim ation  becomes im plicit because of the  step by 2 of the  filter values in 
the transform  m atrix . The high-pass filters are aligned w ith the  low-pass filter in an 
even tap  filtering operation, whereas odd tap  high-pass filters are offset by one from 
the low-pass filter. This m ay be com pensated by zero padding the  odd length filters 
to m ake them  even length.
T he o rthonorm ality  becomes evident by a follow through of th e  operations.
! / o ( 0 ) =  a x 0 + bxi +  c.x'2 +  dx 3
2/i ( 0 ) — —dx  o  +  cxi  — bx2 +  ax  3
2/ o ( l ) =  a x 2 +  bx3 +  cx,\ -)- d x 5
2/ i  ( 1) = —d x 2 + cx 3 — bx, 1 +  ax  5
2/o(2) =  a x 4 +  bx5 T  cx6 +  dx~
2/i (2) = —d x 4 +  c x 5 — bxG -)- a x 7
2/ o ( 3 ) =  a x 6 +  6 . T 7  T  cxq +  dx\
2/i ( 3 ) = —dx  6 +  cx 7  — bx0 + ax\
T he reconstruction  steps for x0 and x 4 illu s tra te  the  w rapping and necessary filter 
values to  cause correct behavior. Note decim ation and in te rp re ta tio n  are im plicit.
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xo = a 2/o(0) — dyi(0)  +  cy0 (3) — ta/i(3)
*1  =  &Z/o(0) +  cyi(0)  +  dy0 (S) +  a?/i(3)
Following one of the  value reconstructions.
Xq = a2 x 0 +  abx\ +  acx2 +  adx3 
+  d2x 0 — cdx  i +  bdx2 — adx3 
+  acxe +  bcxj  +  c2x 0 +  cdx i 
+  bdx6 — bcxr + b2x 0 — abx\
Between the  cancelation and the  constra in ts, a2 +  b2 +  c2 +  d? =  1 and ac + bd =  0, 
the solution simplifies to:
X 0  =  X q  (2.58)
This shows how perfect reconstruction is possible when the o rthonorm ality  con­
stra in ts are followed. Note th a t for sym m etric  filters the  constra in t a c + b d  — 0 
is impossible. Sym m etric  filters are longer than  th is exam ple and are designed with 
m inim ization of the  error com ponent. W ith  rounding and truncation  error in ite rative  
floating point operations, some of the filters do provide perfect reconstruction . How­
ever, it is im possible to  design them  w ith th is constra in t satisfied [3, 4, 21, 25, 39, 43].
The im plem entation  w ith various filters contains a control to  norm alize the  filters 
since published values are not always norm al. T he above operation is the  basis for 
the analysis/syn thesis filtering perform ed in th is work. Once the  transform ation  has 
been perform ed, the  quantization  of the coefficients to  achieve com pression rem ains.
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Insight in to  the  resu ltan t coefficients plays an im portan t role in the design of the 
quan tization  process. Thus the  effects of the  transform ation  process are analyzed to 
determ ine how th e  d a ta  is transform ed. The result from the  filtering, where the  sum 
of the  filter coefficients is positive, contains expansion of th e  variance. This implies 
th a t the  values are growing larger in m agnitude as the  level of the  process iterates. 
Let Y{ be the  result from the  low-pass filter and Y{+ 1 be the  resu lt from  the  high-pass 
filter. W ith  Cj representing the filter values, a  four tap  filter operation  is given:
Y{ =  cqX{ +  c\Xi+i +  c2Xi+2 +  C3.t,+3 (2.59)
Yi+1 =  c 3 X i  -  C2 X i + i +  Ci.T;+2 -  C0.Ti+3 (2.60)
The variance expansion m ay be seen through the com puta tion  of the  variance of 
the  resu ltan t coefficients for the  low-pass term s.
VAR(y)) =  ( c2 + c2 + c2 + c2) a 2
+  2 p(coCi +  C1C2 +  c2c3 )a 2 
+  2 p2 (c0c2 +  cic3)cr2
+  2yo3(c0c3)cr2 (2.61)
W here p is the  covariance factor dependen t on distance, and a 2 is the  variance of 
the  original d a ta . T he constrain ts of the  filters in th is case are Cq +  c\ +  c2 +  Cg =  1 
and coc2 +  C1C3 =  0. Thus if 2p{coC\ +  c ic2 +  c2c3 )a 2 +  2p3 (c0c3 )a 2a) > 0 the  variance 
will expand in relation to th e  original d a ta  variance and reduce otherwise. Since 
this com putation  is dependent on the  filter coefficients and not on the  d a ta  in a 
wide sense s ta tionary  form ation, this fact is useful in scaling the  resu ltan t coefficients 
during quan tization .
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T he expansion or contraction of the  d a ta  range through transform ation  is cum u­
lative in th e  ite ra ted  m ethods used in th is work. As the  im plem entation  progressively 
processes the values, the values m ay enlarge or shrink. Typical orthonorm al system s 
will cause an enlarging of the  values in the  low-pass side and reduction  in the high- 
pass side. T his agrees w ith the  transform ation  process design th a t desires to move 
the energy tow ards the  DC com ponent a rea  away from  the  AC area. Some of the 
filters are designed to work w ithout the norm ality  constra in t and thus this energy 
m ovem ent is no t as great. The unm atched  length filters display th is behavior. Since 
the  synthesis filters are chosen for o ther properties and the  analysis filters determ ined 
from the  m atrix  inversion, norm ality  is not always developed. T he transform ation  
breaks from  Parseval’s theorem  and thus energy m ovem ent qualities are  difficult to 
in terp re t. This various behavior on the  p a rt of the transform s m ust be taken into 
account during the  design of the  quantizer and thus the  quan tizer m ust adjust for the 
various ranges it  encounters.
C h ap ter 3 
Q u an tization
T he focus of th is work in not so m uch in the  analysis and m ethodology of the signal 
decom position described in the  form er chapters as it is in the  ac tual compression 
of inform ation for storage. T he preceding chapters describe in brief the  processes 
and theory  behind the transform s th a t are available for im age m anipu lation . Since 
the  m ethods m ay be im plem ented in a  lossless m anner [3, 10, 35], the  problem  then 
rem ains on how to compress the  inform ation for storage.
T he transform  m ethods m entioned do actually  cause a  raw d a ta  expansion in tha t 
they are im plem ented in floating point representation. T he resu lting  coefficients are 
larger in b inary  representation th an  the  integer values used to  represen t the  image 
values. T he am ount of values however is the  sam e if decim ation is perform ed. This 
leaves the  tru e  work of compression to  the quantization phase of these m ethods, 
ft is the  skill of the  quantizer th a t determ ines the compression and the  quality  of 
reconstruction. Typical compression im plem ented with these m ethods does include 
a lossless com pression after quantization . Huffman coding and a rith m etic  coding are 
two com m on practices.
T he goal of the  quantizer is thus sp lit between accurately representing the data  
such th a t  high quality  reconstruction is possible and targeting  an encoding th a t the 
lossless m ethods will work well upon. T he reason for the  transform  m ethod imple-
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m entation  is to  create  a few coefficients th a t are very im portan t and m any th a t  are 
of less im portance. T he prim ary goal then  is th a t  the  high im portance  coefficients 
should be very accurately  restored a t the  price of losing the  less im p o rtan t coefficients. 
The lite ra tu re  s ta tes  th is ideal [9, 22], however, little  is actually  provided as to  the 
m ethod of im plem entation . Q uantization  in theory  and practice is well addressed and 
understood [20, 24] for digital conversion of analog signals. T he problem  presented 
by transform ing  of im age d a ta  is sim ilar and yet presents new challenges.
In analog to  digital conversion the  d a ta  is represented as close as possible to the 
actual signal. Since the  dom ain of analog is infinite and th a t  of dig ital is finite, a 
closest approxim ation  m ust be used. In com pression of images w ith transform ation  
the m ethod  of closest approxim ation still exists, however, now a  choice m ust be m ade 
as to w hat to  keep and w hat to discard in order to  achieve high com pression. The 
transform ation  has provided a set of im p o rtan t values and a set of lessor im portance 
values. T he problem  is then to determ ine where the  cutoff point is th a t  will result in 
the best reconstruction  a t the given compression.
3.1 Q u a n tiza tio n  M e th o d s
3.1.1 D a ta  M odeling
The d a ta  resu ltan t from  the transform ation  m ust be m odeled by th e  quantizer if 
accuracy is to  be represented. T he ea,siest and sim plest m ethod of quan tization  is 
to uniform ly divide the  d a ta  dom ain into a  set of bins and determ ine which bin an 
a rb itrary  d a tu m  fits into. This m ethod is crude and works well only w ith uniform ly 
d istribu ted  data . Figure 3.1 shows the  uniform ly d istribu ted  d a ta  from  the  highest 
level of th e  pyram id  form ed by transform ation  coding. This is the  resu ltan t d a ta  
from the  cum ulative low-pass filtering. P a rt of the  reason for the  transform ation
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m ethods is to  change the  d istribu tion . Uniform d a ta  is difficult to  com press [3, 9], 
while G aussian or G am m a d istribu ted  d a ta  is m ore readily  com pressible.
Figure 3.1: This figure depicts the value distribution at the top of the pyramid and the 
quantizer levels used to quantize them. In contrast to the other levels of the pyramid, this 
level has a uniform distribution. This being the hardest type of da ta  to compress. However 
it is the easiest to quantize. A simple uniform quantizer suffices.
T he general one-sided G aussian form ula is given:
(3.1)
W hereas the  general one-sided G am m a form ula is given:
. . [r(r +  1)] 2 .(IrtrjlJ lL ,, , ,-!
P(s) =  -  o f TT  e 17 21 (r)a
(3.2)
T he general form of the  d istribu tion  of the d a ta  after th e  transform  is sim ilar to 
the  curves of these two functions. For r  — 1 these two functions derive the  Laplacian 
form ula. T he transform ed d a ta  of an im age takes on a Laplacian  d istribu tion  [3, 8, 
9, 17, 20, 42]. A ccurate representation  of th is d istribu tion  is possible in quantization.
The Laplacian d istribu tion  form ula is given:
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/ ( l )  =  (3 '3) 
T he two general form ula are included for reference as to th e  source of the  Lapla­
cian form ula. T his form ula is used as a  base for a  m ethod derived for quantization . 
Variance from  the  Laplacian m ay be in teresting  in m odeling, however, the  m ethod 
used in th is work m ake derivations from  the general form ula in tractab le .
Figure 3.2: This figure shows the familiar ‘bell’ type curve of the distribution of the data. 
The data  is sorted into bins to get the count of the number of values in a  narrow range and 
the figure generated from this accumulation. This curve possesses the Laplacian type of 
properties and is indicative of all the resultant blocks of the transform with the exception 
of the top of the pyramid.
A straightforw ard  m odel of the d a ta  is to  create  a  quan tizer th a t generates bin 
intervals th a t m im ic the data . A representative d a ta  d istribu tion  curve is shown in 
figure 3.2. To quantize th is type of d a ta  a  wide sense uniform  quan tizer will provide 
too m uch error due to  the variance changes in troduced by the  transform ation . The 
intervals of a quan tizer should reflect the  behavior of th e  data . In general theory 
this is a desirable tra it. T he bins are narrow er near the  origin and thus the d a ta  is 
not aliased m uch during quantization. T he com putation  of the  bin intervals involves 
com puting th e  a rea  under th e  curve and equally partition ing  th e  a rea  to  the  num ber
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of bins desired.
In the  im plem entation the negative side of the  d istribu tion  is folded into the 
positive side. T he sign b it of the  d a ta  is handled separately  from the  m agnitude of 
the data . Thus quantization  levels are only needed for th e  m agnitude  of the data. 
T he quan tization  is based solely on the d a ta  range and not on th e  d istribu tion  of the 
data . T he one sided form ula w ith lim it determ ined by the  d a ta  is given:
* = r n x ) d x = ^  <3-4)
By sim ple substitu tion  of x\  for x max the  form ula yields an equation  th a t m ay be 
solved for x x. This in conjunction w ith a  replacem ent of A  w ith where B  represents 
the num ber of desired bins, produces a solution for the  bin cutoff point.
A  1 y/2x\
B ^ J o  f ( x }dx = 2 ^  ~  6 " ^
i 1 =  ~ l n ( l - 2 4 )  (3.6)
T he rem aining cutoff points are then com puted in a sim ilar m anner.
[  f (x)clx  (3.7)
J X x
Solving for .t ,+ i produces
•t,+. =  - ^  M e - 1? * ' - 2 - 4 )  (3.8)
T he bin cutoff points are then  com puted iteratively  w ith th is recursive form ula 
and a replacem ent of the  appropriate  term s. Note however th a t the  com putation 
m ay also be perform ed w ith the  first form ula w ith a rep lacem ent of ^  with ^  for 
n  =  1 ,2 ,3 . . . .  This m ethod sim ply increases the size of the  a rea  term  by increm ents
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of the desired area on each step. This derivation will produce a  curve fitted  to  the 
data. F igure 3.3 depicts th e  intervals produced w ith  th is m ethod. T he figure shows 
how the larger population  of d a ta  is prioritized by th e  m ethod. The fit of the  model 
to the d a ta  can be im proved through an error analysis and ad justm en t procedure. A 
m inim um  error fit of the  d a ta  is possible from  a  m ore involved com putation .
Figure 3.3: This figure depicts the intervals in relation to the distribution of the data. The 
vertical lines in the figure denote where the quantizer slices up the data. This figure shows 
the Laplacian function quantization method intervals.
The m inim um  error fit of the  d a ta  is obtained as follows. Let T —1 be th e  m inim um  
datum  in a  set and Tl +x be the  m axim um . L  represents the  num ber of bins desired. 
Let R  be the  range of the  d a ta  R  — T l+j — 7 \. T he cutoff points for quan tization  are 
Zk = j^R. T he  general form ula for the cutoff points is given:
Tk+i
R $ +Ti( f ( u ) ) - s d u
+ T X (3.9)
C ”  (/(«))-*<*«
Since th is form ula includes the  entire  d a ta  set it m ust be solved piecewise for the 
negative and positive values of T.  For Z k + T\  <  0 the  solution is given:
Tk+1 =
R{e -& Ti3 <7 11 e-giZk+Ti)}
(efvA +i q. e 3̂ 7’i _  2)
+ T X (3.10)
For Z k +  Ti >  0 the  solution is given:
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R(e~ 3?Tl +  e a f (Zfc+Tl) — 2)r fc+1 =  - L . t —   i  +  (3 .ii)
(e i f r 1+1 +  e - g r, _  2)
Figure 3.4 depicts the  intervals ob tained  from  the  m inim um  error m ethod. This 
m ethod  involves both positive and negative values in the  interval points. Im plem en­
ta tio n  m ust include a m ean shift to  allow the  quantizer to produce the  zero runs tha t
are exploited in a separate section of the  compressor.
F igure 3.4: This figure depicts the intervals in relation to the distribution of the data. The 
vertical lines in the figure denote where the quantizer slices up the data. This figure shows 
the Minimum error function quantization method intervals.
N oting the  above theory m ethods, it is the  lower values th a t  are given priority in 
these m ethods. It m ay be im plied from  the  theory of the  transform  th a t  these are not 
th e  im p o rtan t areas of inform ation. T he residual coefficients in the  high-pass bands 
represent the  sharp jum ps in the  original d a ta  continuity. T he inability  of the low- 
pass filter to  encode these sharp  con trast areas is the reason for the  high-pass phase. 
T he edge details are represented in these coefficients and thus the  m istrea tm en t of 
these d a ta  is the  reason for the  edge deterioration  at low b it rates [42].
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3.1.2 Inverted  M eth od s
The perform ance of the  previous m ethods in d a ta  m odeling is excellent, however they 
are designed to  prioritize the  abundant values. T he hard  edge detail is contained 
in the large sparse values and this is where high fidelity is desired to preserve edge 
detail. Thus a reversal or inversion of the  theory  above is sought.
A sim ple first effort is th e  constan t m ethod  where all quantizations are the  sam e 
size. F igure 3.5 shows how the quantization  intervals are located in reference to 
the transform  coefficients. This is accom plished sim ply by determ ining  the  range of 
the d a ta  and subdividing th is range into subranges. T he am ount of subranges is 
dependent on th e  num ber of bits allocated to  store the  index on the  interval a da tum  
falls into.
Figure 3.5: This figure depicts the intervals in relation to the distribution of the data. The 
vertical lines in the figure denote where the quantizer slices up the data. This figure shows 
the constant quantization intervals.
Figure 3.5 is illustra tive  of the  p lacem ent of the  cutoff points in the  quantizer 
based on sim ple constan t placem ent. This quan tization  is based solely on the  d a ta  
range and not on the  d istribu tion  of the data . T he advantage of this m ethod is the 
sim plicity of im plem entation . T he disadvantage is th a t all th e  d a ta  is trea ted  with 
equal care or a lack thereof.
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A second m ethod is a  sim ple linear m ethod. Using f ( x )  =  x  as the  base line 
form ula the  goal is to  find the  cutoff points such th a t the  a rea  under the  curve for 
the  quan tizer intervals is equal. The one-sided area under the  curve is given:
r ^ m a x  t ^ m a x
A =  f ( x ) d x  — I x dx  =  > -m0ngj (3.12)
Jo Jo 2
Thus we com pute the  cutoff points by dividing up the  a rea  in to  equal sub-areas 
and solving for the variable. T he first interval is found by:
A  f x i rx i .t?
- = j f  f ( x ) d x  =  Jo x d x = (3.13)
Solving for .xq:
i i  =  f — ~  (3.14)
Subsequent cutoff points are obtained  recursively.
4 =  J f ( x ) d x  = f  x dx  = X- +} X' (3.15)
£J Jxx Jx{ £
Solving for x 1+i since X{ is known from the last iteration:
_ . l ( X n i a x ) 2 +  / 0  1 C \Xi+i — y  g  (3.16)
Figure 3.6 is illustrative of the  linear function m ethod. T he sign b it is handled
separately  and once m ore only m agnitude quantization  is needed. N ote how the larger
values are prioritized. This is the  beginning of reversed tre a tm e n t of the  transform  
coefficients. This m ethod is slightly m ore complex to im plem ent than  the  constant, 
however it is still very s tra igh t forward. T he resulting  values are a crude model of 
the  transform  coefficient im portance. T he im plem entation of th is m ethod results in 
fair im age reconstruction a t high b it rates. W hen th e  quan tizer is pushed to  low b it
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Figure 3.6: This figure depicts the intervals in relation to the distribution of the data. The 
vertical lines in the figure denote where the quantizer slices up the data. This figure shows 
the linear function quantization method intervals.
rates the  crudeness m anifests itself in im age degradation. T he m ethod is sound as 
thus an im provem ent of th is line of developm ent is desired.
Im provem ent is accom plished by inverting the Laplacian curve and solving for 
equal area  on the  inverted  form ula. The original form ulation relies of the  fact th a t 
th e  area  under the  curve is 1. This is a replacem ent of the  r  term  in the  general 
form ula for G aussian and G am m a d istribu tions. In deriving form ula for an inverted 
Laplacian curve a  few ad justm en ts  are necessary.
F irst it is noted th a t  the  height of the Laplacian curve is m axim um  a t x  =  0 and 
its value is T hus the  form ula for the inverted  one-sided Laplacian is given:
f ( x )  = —L =  —̂ ( 1  - e ~ ^ x ) (3.17)
K V2<J y/2a s /2a  ’ K '
As above, the  one-sided to ta l area under the  curve is com puted:
The equal a rea  intervals are com puted:
Reducing this formula results in an implicit solution.
— — X{ = +  1 — — X{) (3.20)
<7 £) <7
This solution is used to determ ine the cutoff points of the  quan tizer by iteratively 
solving for the  points num erically. Both a b inary  search technique and a m axim um  
error m ethod  are used w ith excellent results. A recursive form ula m ethod is also 
possible however the  com putational load is greatly  increased w ith the  added term s. 
The error is also propagated in a  recursive m ethod and therefore lack of convergence 
becomes an issue.
Figure 3.7: This figure depicts the intervals in relation to the distribution of the data. The 
vertical lines in the figure denote where the quantizer slices up the data. This figure shows 
the Inverted Laplacian function quantization method intervals.
F igure 3.7 is illustrative of th e  quan tization  intervals achieved w ith the  inverted 
function m ethod. Again note th a t the  intervals are not equally spaced and the  m ag­
nitude only is quantized. Thus the  prioritizing of the  d a ta  is accom plished. As m en­
tioned, form ation of different curves for use in this m ethod by a different term  used
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in the  general form ula is in tractab le . T he integral becomes unsolvable analytically. 
T he solution is needed to  determ ine the  code for im plem entation.
Figure 3.8: This figure depicts the distribution of the quantization levels and the distri­
bution of the values it is computed to fit. The data  is sorted to show the distribution of 
values. The figure is taken from the second level, from the top, of the transform pyramid, 
the number of quantization bands are reduced for clarity. In the actual compressor there 
are many more levels. Note that the first level is larger and that the next is slightly larger 
than those above. The actual values from the quantizer mirror this behavior with each 
interval smaller than the last.
F igure 3.8 depicts another view of the  inverted  m ethod. T his m ethod  now pro­
duces cutoff points th a t are closer together out in the tails of the  d istribu tion . Fig­
ure 3.8 shows a  d istribu tion  of the  quan tization  levels when 4 b its are allocated for 
levels, thus th ere  are 16 cutoff points. T hus it produces g rea ter accuracy in the  quan­
tization  of the  high contrast coefficients. This serves to preserve the  edge detail. To 
achieve low bit rates the lo4wer valued coefficients are crude quantized  to  zero. This 
m im ics the  low b it ra te  m ethods used by uniform  quantizers. Since the  ideal low- 
pass transform  cap tures the general im age and the  high-pass transform  cap tures the 
error from the  low-pass, it makes in tu itive  sense to  try  and preserve the  high error 
coefficients.
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3.1.3 T hreshold ing
The low b it ra te  achieved in this work is im plem ented by thresholding. T he highest 
signal level, coded into the  lowest level of the  transform  pyram id, is of least im ­
portance. It has been suggested th a t this inform ation m ay be discarded wholesale 
[9, 22]. It has been found th a t the com plete elim ination of th is level alone will produce 
a reconstructed  im age w ith no noticeable loss. If the  rem aining d a ta  were encoded 
accurately in a one to  one m anner, it is possible to  achieve 4:1 com pression in this 
sim ple a  m anner. To achieve a lower b it ra te  th e  lower signals a t h igher pyram id 
levels m ust be m anipu lated . T he higher the  level in the  transform  pyram id , the  more 
im portan t the  inform ation. This fact is evident in the  energy tables.
Figure 3.9: This figure depicts the low-pass of the high-pass resultant coefficients of the 
original image. The quantizer levels are illustrated with the threshold level indicated by the 
lowest horizontal line in the series. The bisecting line is the zero value line. As indicated 
all values between zero and the threshold are collapsed to zero.
A threshold  is used at each level to determ ine where to  trunca te  the  quantization. 
This is im plem ented by a  global threshold value se tting  which is reduced by half 
on each level of the  pyram id. Figures 3.9, 3.10, and 3.11 illu stra te  the  effects of a 
threshold value on the  various blocks of one level of the  pyram id process. Since the 
variance is different in each area of transform  coefficients the sam e threshold  value
acts differently in each area.
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Figure 3.10: This figure shows the high-pass of the low-pass resultant coefficients from the 
original image. The threshold and zero lines are as in the previous figure.
This process fo rtunate ly  acts correctly by default and thus no e x tra  com putation  
is dem anded. The variance changes cause the  coefficients to  approach the  threshold 
values in the  m ore im p o rtan t areas of the resu ltan t coefficient pyram id. T hus higher 
threshold values will im pact the  least im portan t coefficients first and work down to 
the m ore im portan t values. T he order of im portance of th e  values places the  high- 
high pass last, the  low-high pass next, the high-low pass second, and the low-low pass 
are the  m ost im portan t. In actual im plem entation the  lowest of the  low-pass results 
is the  top of the  pyram id  and special m ethods are used to  handle th is area.
3.1 .4  Energy P reservation
The crude quan tization  practice in uniform quantization  and in low b it ra te  usage 
allows for the loss of energy. T he am ount of energy lost is m easured as:
N 2
i)2 (3.21)
1 = 1
T his may be decom posed into the  loss due to thresholding and quantizing. Let 
T  be the  set of coefficients th a t are collapsed to  zero by th e  thresholding operation.
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Figure 3.11: This figure shows the high-pass of the high-pass resultant coefficients from 
the original image. As indicated, all values are collapsed to zero. This figure along with the 
previous two figures are taken from the 20 to 1 compression of the baseline image.
Let T  be the  coefficients th a t are not collapsed by the  threshold ing  operation. The 
am ount of energy lost due to  thresholding is:
E ( 0 . ) 2 (3-22)
ier
Thus if the  quan tization  is perfect the to ta l energy is given:
N 2 (3 rf
J2xn = El<l(ei)}2 + H(®i)2 ( 3-23)
n = 0 i e f  i €T
However, since the  quan tizer has approxim ate values determ ined  from form ula, 
there is some loss even in th is careful quantization. This loss is given:
-  0 , ] 2 (3.24)
i er
In preserving the  energy level as d ic ta ted  by Parseval’s theorem , a m easure of the
energy truncation  is m ade and a uniform  replacem ent m ade in reconstruction. This
was found to  provide a  correct replacem ent for the  tru n ca ted  da ta . T he m ean of the 
lost d a ta  proved too severe and a noticeable grid p a tte rn  form ed in the  reconstructed  
image. T he crude quan tization  m ethod  is not singular in its ab ility  to  lose energy. The
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actual careful quantization  also causes a loss of energy in its  approx im ation  technique. 
This energy is also m easured and a  uniform  replacem ent im plem ented. This practice 
is difficult to  perform  accurately  however. T he worst case scenario would cause all 
the energy loss in one bin and then the  uniform  replacem ent would fall short of the 
goal, since the  energy is d istribu ted  in the  quantization  bins for rep lacem ent and only 
one bin is ac tually  restoring data . This energy preservation practice  is undocum ented 
in the  lite ra tu re  and believed to  dem and fu rther study.
3.1.5 Zero C om paction
T he low bit ra te  targe t is effected by the  crude quan tization  because th e  quantizer 
also includes a run length encoder. T he transform  m ethods ideally would produce 
m any coefficients with zero value. In sm ooth  d a ta  tes t files th is is indeed the case. 
In th e  real world images however, sharp  transitions and w hite noise like areas cause 
a deviation from  this behavior. T he quan tizer is then called upon to  provide m ore of 
this zeroing behavior. T he abundance of zeros in a sm ooth im age or the  creation of 
zeros in a quantized transform  d a ta  set is exploited in the  form of a zero run length 
encoding scheme. In practice  a b it is allocated to hold the  d a tu m  sign, a  b it to hold a 
zero run  ind icator flag, and the  rem aining bits to hold q u an tita tiv e  inform ation. The 
q u an tita tiv e  inform ation is e ither a zero run count or the  index of the  quantization 
points de term ined  in the  quan tization  m ethod . Various m ethods of encoding the run 
length were tested . An effort to  produce values of sim ilar value was believed to offer 
the lossless encoder a b e tte r  oppo rtun ity  to  compress the  values. In use however, a 
sim ple encoding of the count in the  rem aining bits of the  p a tte rn  proved best.
C h ap ter 4 
M eth o d s
In order to  im plem ent the  com pression m ethod  outlined th e  d a ta  is processed and 
certain  d a ta  collected and saved. T he transform  filter coefficients are used uniformly 
in analysis and synthesis phases of the  codec thus they are inherent to  the  code. The 
image inform ation however is not. On each level of the  transform  pyram id , a  d a ta  set 
quan tizer is generated  based on the  sta tis tics  of the  d a ta  residing a t th a t  level. The 
necessary values th a t  are used to com pute th e  quantization  intervals m ust be stored in 
the  com pressed file to  allow regeneration of these intervals for the  reverse operation. 
The energy lost in quantization  m ust be saved along with all o ther dependen t da ta  
used to  reconstruct the  image. Thus m ost of the  inform ation in the  com pressed file is 
now even fu rth e r transform ed inform ation, even farther from the  ac tual im age data.
4.1 P y r a m id  C od in g
T he processing of th e  d a ta  by the  filters is carried  out in an ite ra tive  m anner. The 
original im age is subdivided into its constituen t signals, the  subdivision process is 
not dissim ilar to  the  process of fractal generation [16]. The process m ay be en tire, in 
which the  com plete sub-band split is perform ed by a m ultibank  system , or iterative 
in which fewer splits are perform ed recursively. T his work im plem ented the  iterative
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m ethod with separable filters. T here exist two nam es for th is type  of separation or 
sp litting  dependent on the  ite rative  m ethods em ployed. T he  m ajo r division is w hether 
the  process is repeated  on each side of the m ajor split or only on one side. If the 
process is repeated on each side of the  split, each s ta rtin g  block results in four sm aller 
blocks. This m ethod is referred to  as cascading since th is m ethod  creates a  full tree 
type of process. T he process cascades the d a ta  down the  tree  in to  sm aller and sm aller 
set sizes. If the process is repeated  on one side only, th e  te rm  pyramiding  is used. If 
the  process is viewed in a horizontal m anner sim ilar to the  filter bank figure, one side 
continues to  process through the  filter banks resulting  in sm aller and sm aller sets of 
da ta . This resem bles a pyram id type structure .
T he m ethod im plem ented in th is work is a hybrid m ethod wherein the process is 
repeated  once on the  high-pass side of the m ajor division. A d iagram  of this is given 
in figure 4.1. T he first block processed is the en tire  im age. A m ajo r split is m ade by 
processing the im age across the  x  direction w ith a low -pass/high-pass set of filters. 
The resu ltan t coefficients are then  processed in the  y d irection w ith the  sam e filter 
pair. This results in LO-LO pass coefficients in the  upper left corner of the diagram . 
T he process is then  recursively perform ed only on th is LO-LO region. Thus in the 
d iagram , the  upper left corner is subdivided into sm aller and sm aller areas. This 
process may be continued until th e  dim ensions of the  block equal the  filter width. 
The listings in the  appendices contain the code which perform s this filtering along 
with the code which does the inverse operation. Since the processing is lim ited on 
one side of the m ajor division it is referred to as pyram id processing.
T he actual addressing of the d a ta  in the  im plem entation  code is linear. Thus the 
m em ory layout of the  resu ltan t coefficients is different th an  the  d iagram . Because the 
d a ta  is processed and dow nsam pled and placed back into the  original d a ta  struc tu re , 
a sim plified addressing m ethod  is used. This results in th e  resu ltan t coefficients being
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arranged out in m em ory in a  serial m anner which when viewed will show the  blocks 
in half height w ith the rows non-interlaced. Since the  com plexity of the  program  code 
is kept down in th is m anner, this m ethod is prefered. A separa te  tool program  will 
shuffle the  resu ltan t coefficients into expected position for viewing.
LO-HI
HI-LO HI-HI
Figure 4.1: Pyramid coding technique. The LO-LO portion of the pyramid is subject to 
recursive filtering resulting in smaller blocks with courser coefficients. The smallest block in 
the upper left hand corner contains the most im portant information and thus is the target 
of the finest quantization. The fine detail or error terms in the largest block are subject to 
the coarsest quantization.
An in tegral issue of the filtering process is th a t of edge handling. T he sim plest 
m ethod is to  wrap around the  im age a t the  edges. More com plex m ethods include 
reflection a t the  im age edge [33] and extension of the d a ta  field. Also m entioned in 
the  lite ra tu re  are m ethods th a t em bed the  target im age in a gray field and extraneous 
coefficients rem oved. Since sim plicity of the  pyram iding algorithm  was desired for this 
work, sim ple w rapping was em ployed. T he orthonorm ality  of the  filters is exploited.
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4 .2  Q u an tiz in g
Once the  d a ta  is transform ed in to  the  filter coefficient space a detailed  quan tizer takes 
over. T he  d istribu tion  of the  coefficients is com puted on each block and statistical 
m easures are  used to  generate the  quan tizer levels. The relevant in form ation  is stored 
for la te r inclusion in the inform ation header of the  com pressed im age file. A threshold 
level is set dependen t on the  level of compression desired. As the  d a ta  stream  is 
processed, if a value fall below the  threshold , it is collapsed to  zero. If a  value is 
g reater th an  the  threshold an index of the  com puted quan tization  schem e is found to 
represent the  value. As the quantizer proceeds from the  lowest level of the  pyram id 
to  the  higher levels, the  threshold  is lowered. Im plicit th reshold  changes are also 
occuring during  these phases in m any of the  resu ltan t pyram ids.
T he variance expansion from  certa in  filters m eans th a t the  d a ta  m agnitude grows 
and because the  threshold is decreased on each level, th e  threshold  quickly loses 
im pact on the  quantization . In the  tes t case th a t provided the  figures for this docu­
m ent, th e  threshold  had self e lim inated  by the  second level. T hus to  achieve higher 
and higher levels of compression it is necessary to  increase th e  threshold , bu t the 
im pact is g rea test in the lower levels. Since these coefficients are the  least im portan t 
as far as th e  to ta l im age is concerned, the  degradation is not drastic .
4 .3  C o m p ressio n
Once the  actual quantization has been perform ed the prevalence of zero term s is 
exploited. A run  length m ethod is em ployed which encodes th e  runs or strings of 
zeros into a reserved encoding scheme. This am ounts to  an e x tra  b it being reserved for 
indication th a t  the  rem aining bits contain  a  count of the num ber of zeros represented. 
T here  is also a m ovem ent of the  sign b it from  the  actual position  of the  com puter
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representation  to  a reserved bit position. T he explo itation  of zero value prevalence is 
fu rther enhanced in one quantization  m ethod  through a m ean value ad justm en t. A 
frequency of occurrence is determ ined  and the m ost frequent area  of the  d a ta  becomes 
the  targe t of zero collapsing.
O nce the  sign b it is relocated and the  zero runs encoded, the  codes are b it shifted 
to pack the  individual bits together. This allows the quantizer to  be com m anded 
to  use a  variable num ber of bits. It was found th a t a set num ber is best for an 
en tire  quan tization . A scheme w herein the  am ount of bits could vary from level to 
level proved to  offer no im provem ent. T he shifted bits are then  fed to  an arithm etic  
coder of order two design and the  d a ta  is wholesale in terp re ted  as 8  b it codes. This 
final stage is lossless. Since the  lossless m ethods are based on redundancy  and the 
quantizer produces a sim ilar range of values from each level when set to  8  b it codes, 
a small am ount of com paction is gained. M ost of the  com pression comes from the 
quantizer itself th rough zero com paction.
This en tire  process is reversed in reconstruction  and synthesis. In some m ethods 
the loss caused by the  collapse to  zero is accounted for by the energy collection and 
red istribu tion . Every value collapsed to  zero is squared and a  sum  kept. T he to tal 
of values con tribu ting  is collected and the  average contribution com puted  and used 
during reconstruction . This m ethod provided the  correct ad ju stm en t to  the  otherw ise 
zero term s. M ethods th a t restore an a rb itra ry  value or a de term ined  m ean of lost 
values cause grid p a tte rn  form ation in the  reconstructed  image. T his is due to  the 
loss of signed inform ation and can be corrected by reconstructing  w ith  bo th  signs on 
the replacem ent value and averaging the  images. T he restored energy m ethod is less 
com putational and restores the  lum inance levels be tter.
C hap ter 5 
R esu lts
Com pression was perform ed using m any different types of filters. R epresented are 
QM F, CQ F, W avelets, and select others. T he listing in the appendices contains the 
filter values and indicators of the  source of the  filters.
T he developed quan tizer m ethods were perform ed a t length against the  resu ltan t 
pyram id. Longer filters provide b e tte r fidelity in the  reconstructed  image. A glance at 
the energy m ovem ent tables in the appendices will no t m ake th is phenom ena obvious. 
The tables show th a t  all th e  filters perform  sim ilar. T he long filter superiority  is due 
to the  b e tte r  d istribu tion  of the inform ation am ong the  resu ltan t coefficients. Since 
the d a ta  is sam pled m ore often and inform ation abou t the  value d istribu ted  among 
m ore resu ltan t coefficients, the  loss due to quantization  is lessened. This is a result of 
longer filters being able to accom m odate high frequencies be tte r. A short filter will 
leave more inform ation for the  high-pass to  contain. Since the  high-pass area  is the 
target of the hardest quantization , more loss here results in m ore loss overall.
Due to  the  quality  of the  prin ting process in reproducing im ages, th is docum ent 
does not contain the  reconstructed  images. Since the p rin ting  process is not faithful 
to the im age, little  is illu stra ted  by including images th a t  look much b e tte r  than  the 
actual screen image. On screen viewing shows th a t the im age errors s ta r t  to become 
noticeable in the  1 0 : 1  to  2 0 : 1  range dependent of the filters and th e  quantization
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m ethod used. The images a t 50:1 have distortion levels th a t  are  qu ite  apparent. A 
tes t p rin ting  of th is docum ent w ith the  50:1 reconstructed  im ages contained perfect 
looking images. If these m ethods were applied to  hard  copy transm issions where only 
a  prin ted  version is ob tained , little  to  no loss would be perceived. Since the m easure 
of perform ance during the  testing  of these m ethods was on screen, the fidelity of 
reconstructed  to  original was much m ore difficult to  contain.
T he lite ra tu re  contains inform ation on the failings of s ta tis tica l m easures [9, 42]. 
However, since this docum ent is lim ited  to  prin ted  m ateria l, th e  use of these m easures 
will have to suffice. An indication of the  failings of s ta tis tica l m easures is the  fact 
th a t although m any of the  sta tis tica l results are very close, the  reconstructed  images 
varied widely. A nother indication is th a t  a t 100:1 com pression the  sta tistics report 
around n inety  percent signal to  noise ratio , while the  reconstructed  images are very 
noisy visually. This is not to  say th a t these m ethods collapse a t high compression. 
T he images rem ain very recognizable far beyond the  point where degradation  begins. 
T he details fade out the  item s of the  image seem to  flow together.
T he sta tis tica l m easure of a  lossy compression perform ance is sub jec t to different 
com putations [9]. T hree m ain m ethods for m ean square error (M SE) m easure are:
M S E = ^ ^ l  (5.1)
E  E  x 2
M S E  = (5.2)
M S E  — ^  ( 5  3 )
( N 2( xmaxf )  ( ' }
Equation  5.2 provides the  highest value and thus the  worst sounding M SE and is 
used th roughout the  tables given here. The other two equations provide values of an
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order of m agnitude  less. T he fact th a t  all of these m easures exist and are used should 
provide w arning to  readers abou t good sounding results if the  m ethod of m easure 
is not provided. A nother w arning should be heeded. Some published results show 
only one set of values, usually the  lum inance, from a color im age and proclaim  a very 
high com pression. Note th a t w ithout a  com plete reconstruction  of a  color image the 
com pressor m ay be evaluated on one th ird  of the d a ta  and thus higher compression 
ratios m ay be reported .
T he sta tis tic s  provided here are from  compression tests  on a gray scale image 
(Lenna). T he image is 512x512 and thus 262144 bytes in original size. This image 
was chosen because of its fam iliarity  and availability.
T he results of compression w ith only quantization  for all m ethods listed in the 
docum ent are  listed in tab le  5.1. T he Linear m ethod is f ( x )  — x,  the  C onstant 
is equal size bins fitted to  the  d a ta  range, the  Inverted is the  m ethod  developed in 
th is work, the  Laplacian is based on Laplacian d istribu tion , and the  M inim um  is the 
m inim um  square error m ethod.
M e th o d T C P M S E S N R M A X B Y T E S
Linear 0 . 0 0.0336 92.8 50 18768
Inverted 0 . 0 0.0098 96.1 26 58572
C onstant 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 2 2 98.1 8 126007
Laplacian 0 . 0 0.0144 96.3 74 230802
M inim um 0 . 0 0.0017 98.3 8 194978
Table 5.1: This table shows relative performance without thresholding. The columns 
are the quantization scheme used, the threshold collapse point (TC P), mean square error 
(MSE), signal to noise ratio (SNR), maximum error in any one pixel value (MAX), and size 
of compressed file in bytes (BYTES).
Table 5.1 lists the results of the  quantizers in the sim plest m ode. T he different 
quantizers were run with a  threshold  value of zero and the  b its  allocated for cutoff
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points was held a t 6 . This com bined with a  sign bit and zero run  b it results in 
8  b it encoding. T he Linear m ethod  displays the  poorest perform ance in term s of 
SNR yet th is is balanced by th e  ac tual com pression achieved. T he C onstan t m ethod 
may boast th e  highest SN R b u t the  com pression perform ance is poor com pared to 
the  Inverted  m ethod. This tab le  in itself offers little  insight o th er th an  the raw 
quan tizer perform ance due to th e  d isparity  of the  com pression achieved. T he actual 
reconstructed  images also varied due to  th is disparity , however all b u t the  Linear 
provide a  visually lossless image. T he best raw perform ance is therefore the  Inverted 
m ethod  w ith  a  4.5:1 com pression. T his is considerably b e tte r  th an  w hat the  lossless 
m ethods are able to  achieve. T he order one entropy of the  tes t im age is 7.44835 and 
thus 1.07:1 is approxim ately  the  lowest bit ra te  a  lossless m ethod  m ay a tta in .
M e th o d T C P M S E S N R M A X B Y T E S
Linear 0 . 0 0.034 92.8 50 18768
Inverted 2 1 . 6 0.014 95.3 36 18547
C onstant 35.0 0 . 0 1 1 96.0 44 18538
Laplacian 38.0 0.023 94.6 73 18791
M inim um 36.0 0 . 0 1 1 96.0 46 18616
Table 5.2: This table coalesces the statistical measurements for the 14:1 reconstructed 
images. This is a normalized lowest level for the methods.
Table 5.2 is a listing of the  results after the  quantization  is norm alized to  the 
lowest b it ra te  of the  various raw m ethods. Since the lowest b it ra te  is the  Linear 
m ethod, th is is the  base. This works out to  approxim ately  14:1 com pression. A check 
of the  values shows th a t the Inverted  m ethod boasts the lowest m axim um  error in 
any pixel value. T he M inim um  error and C onstan t m ethods boast th e  best SNR. The 
actual reconstructed  images are ju s t beginning to  show degradation  a t th is level. The 
quality  of the  images is now a subjective issue.
Table 5.3 lists the  s ta tis tics  for th e  reconstructed  images a t approx im ately  50:1
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M e th o d T C P M S E S N R M A X B Y T E S
Linear 150.0 0.047 91.7 79 5180
Inverted 240.0 0.041 92.7 8 8 5124
C onstan t 280.0 0.041 92.8 1 0 2 5137
Laplacian 275.0 0.050 92.2 106 5132
M inim um 275.0 0.041 92.9 1 0 2 5175
Table 5.3: This table coalesces the statistics for the 50:1 reconstructed images.
compression. T he im ages now contain d istinct degradation . Once again the quality  
is subjective a lthough th e  Linear, Laplacian and M inim um  error m ethods show some 
inferiority a t th is level in com parison to  the  Inverted  and C onstan t. T his is despite 
the reported  m axim um  pixel error th a t  the  Linear boasts. It is possible to  declare 
the C onstan t and Inverted m ethods successful a t th is point.
M e th o d T C P M S E S N R M A X B Y T E S
Linear 600.0 0.0754 90.02 118 2610
Inverted 830.0 0.0745 90.31 113 2625
C onstan t 800.0 0.0735 90.38 113 2621
Laplacian 780.0 0.0801 90.01 113 2624
M inim um 830.0 0.0746 90.29 113 2627
Table 5.4: This table coalesces the statistics for the 1 0 0 : 1  reconstructed images.
Table 5.4 lists th e  results from  reconstructed  im ages a t approxim ately  100:1 com­
pression. T he images them selves are severely com prom ised a t th is level. However, 
the im age is still very recognizable and details are still present. T he  worst loss is in 
noisy area of the  im age w ith the loss m anifested as a  blending of gray scales in the 
trouble area. T he tab le  is provided for its values to  show th a t  SN R is still 90% and 
MSE is still low even though the im age itself is now qu ite  d istorted .
The appendices contain the  relevant C code from  the  im plem entation  of these 
m ethods. T he filter procedures and m ain drivers are listed. These crea te  s tand  alone
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program s for building and collapsing the pyram id a.s described. T he quan tizer is a 
s tand  alone program  th a t  will process the resu ltan t file from  the  pyram id  builder. 
These program s are im plem ented in this piecewise m anner to  allow m axim um  flex­
ib ility  for experim entation . To te s t new quantizers, it is no t necessary to  build an 
im age pyram id on each test run. T he arithm etic  coder used on the  final file for e x tra  
com pression is not the  design of th e  au tho r and as such is not included here. Such 
code is readily available from  ftp  sites and in the litera tu re .
T he perform ance of all b u t the  L inear m ethod, a t h igher b it ra tes, is of high enough 
quality  to  be labeled visually lossless. During testing  of th e  m ethods a  periodic check 
was necessary to  ensure th a t  th e  original im age was in fact being used for testing. 
Early im plem entation  replaced th e  original w ith th e  reconstructed  and with visual 
losslessness it is im possible to  tell by sight if the  right im age was present. Only a 
byte by byte com parison would detec t the  error.
5.1 C o n c lu sio n s
The results from the  previous section m ay be sum m ed up as ind icating  th a t  careful 
trea tm en t of the  resu ltan t coefficients from  transform ation  plays an im portan t role in 
image com pression schem es. T he success of the  m ethods em ploying higher priority  of 
the large coefficients in th e  high-pass areas indicates the  correctness of these m ethods. 
T he unequal trea tm en t of resu ltan t coefficients is m ore successful when the  natu ra l 
inclination to  tre a t large population  w ith greater care is reversed. T he m ethods 
developed here act in a reversed or inverted m anner to  the  m ore norm al m ethods of 
dealing w ith d a ta  in a  d istribu tion . It has been shown th a t the  larger values in the 
tails of the  d a ta  d istribu tion  are the  more im portan t values in reconstruction.
5.2 C urren t R esea rch  R o u te s
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T he results and findings of th is research effort have raised m any in teresting  questions. 
T he grid problem  which results from too high or too low of a  reconstruction  value in 
place of zero is one of the areas th a t  should be investigated. Due to  the  determ inistic  
na tu re  of the  phenom ena, it seems th a t the  understand ing  of th e  n a tu re  of the  effect 
would lead to  insight into the  reconstruction  process in images. In the  presence of 
the  grid th e  reconstructed  im age appears to contain b e tte r  reconstruction  quality.
T he perform ance of various filters was tested  em pirically w ith certain  filters ou t­
perform ing o thers a t low b it rates. This perform ance was correlated  to  the  length of 
the filters used. Since the size of an im age is fixed and few im age size standards exist, 
filters th a t perform  m ore in the  block transform  m ethod should be investigated . T hat 
is, filters of size equal to  the  dim ensions of the  image and sub-im ages.
A sim ple a lgorithm  was em ployed for understandability . A fast a lgorithm  along the 
lines of the  F F T  should be developed or parallel hardw are constructed  to im plem ent 
the  transform  com ponent of the  com pression scheme.
T he use of th e  variance enhancem ent properties should be exploited  in quantizing 
the  coefficients or in prediction m ethods to  restore lost values. P re lim inary  algorithm s 
along these lines are promising.
D evelopm ent of transform  filter values th a t  take in to  account quan tization  effects 
a t low b it rates should also be investigated. Integer filter values are also an area of 
curren t research. F ilter developm ent th a t  minimizes the variance in the high-pass 
section is ano ther consideration.
Vector quan tization  should also be developed to  take advantage of the  higher order 
feature  m entioned in the inform ation theory section.
A p p en d ix  A  
E n ergy  T ransform  T ables
top block energy 4532280318.24940200
level 4 block 2 energy 12124360.88863541
level 4 block 3 energy 41878189.67611475
level 4 block 4 energy 6137062.91181977
level 3 block 2 energy 7314687.42704372
level 3 block 3 energy 20682504.30132082
level 3 block 4 energy 4377295.55048627
level 2  block 2  energy 4062196.63239549
level 2 block 3 energy 11492356.08649299
level 2 block 4 energy 2104509.72794745
level 1 block 2  energy 1939917.34342911
level 1 block 3 energy 4657344.41328220
level 1 block 4 energy 771104.16965295
to ta l energy transform ed 4649821847.37802410
to ta l energy lost -2492.37802410
Table A .l: R esults from  the  Daubechies 4 tap  wavelet filters
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top block energy 4540808295.62806220
level 4 block 2 energy 9494408.22370623
level 4 block 3 energy 36598502.21082247
level 4 block 4 energy 7714124.78398815
level 3 block 2 energy 6738305.31528716
level 3 block 3 energy 20336759.46003572
level 3 block 4 energy 4872484.31620449
level 2  block 2  energy 3838280.88986599
level 2 block 3 energy 10570904.94800497
level 2 block 4 energy 2042083.95843671
level 1 block 2  energy 1711058.43273847
level 1 block 3 energy 4391487.36933936
level 1 block 4 energy 702659.46350052
to tal energy transform ed 4649819354.99999140
to tal energy lost 0.00000858
Table A .2: R esults from  the  Daubechies 6  tap  wavelet filters
top block energy 4545459427.73831940
level 4 block 2 energy 10063642.82186076
level 4 block 3 energy 35055638.06183508
level 4 block 4 energy 7457295.36207855
level 3 block 2 energy 6054916.97048698
level 3 block 3 energy 19562252.63063617
level 3 block 4 energy 4731783.14007137
level 2  block 2  energy 3645878.73600149
level 2 block 3 energy 9253430.65197114
level 2 block 4 energy 2021081.47905995
level 1 block 2  energy 1601325.95752118
level 1 block 3 energy 4242355.65125193
level 1 block 4 energy 670325.85354994
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819355.05464360
to ta l energy lost -0.05464363
Table A .3: Results from the Daubechies 8 tap wavelet filters
top block energy 4546808970.06016540
level 4 block 2 energy 7987075.02928822
level 4 block 3 energy 36929125.78743281
level 4 block 4 energy 8883206.85931442
level 3 block 2 energy 5740679.64874455
level 3 block 3 energy 18501870.70477370
level 3 block 4 energy 4756442.93907786
level 2  block 2  energy 3393011.10041493
level 2 block 3 energy 8653708.25691927
level 2 block 4 energy 2069176.64850615
level 1 block 2  energy 1481333.26415776
level 1 block 3 energy 3965903.82300917
level 1 block 4 energy 648850.87818607
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819354.99999050
to ta l energy lost 0.00000953
Table A.4: Results from  the  D aubechies 10 tap  wavelet filters
top  block energy 4545104399.14966960
level 4 block 2 energy 9555409.65554495
level 4 block 3 energy 38961078.65942829
level 4 block 4 energy 7065469.56528918
level 3 block 2 energy 5878129.68911628
level 3 block 3 energy 18192905.29714375
level 3 block 4 energy 4950401.72000464
level 2  block 2  energy 3187288.61840508
level 2 block 3 energy 9189226.59216114
level 2 block 4 energy 2113668.03230711
level 1 block 2  energy 1356045.53744079
level 1 block 3 energy 3627130.22862779
level 1 block 4 energy 638202.23802224
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819354,98316290
to ta l energy lost 0.01683712
Table A .5: Results from the Daubechies 12 tap wavelet filters
top block energy 4570641301.74078270
level 4 block 2 energy 9026701.36602034
level 4 block 3 energy 34975127.67071683
level 4 block 4 energy 7477806.97582925
level 3 block 2 energy 6172537.96839451
level 3 block 3 energy 18720804.76207542
level 3 block 4 energy 4857927.14909592
level 2  block 2  energy 3228279.52058501
level 2 block 3 energy 9995993.87301578
level 2 block 4 energy 2101256.42427641
level 1 block 2  energy 1273110.28081649
level 1 block 3 energy 3374191.02162082
level 1 block 4 energy 630286.65139106
to ta l energy transform ed 4672475325.40461920
to ta l energy lost -22655970.40461921
Table A .6 : R esults from the  Daubechies 14 tap  wavelet filters
top  block energy 4549027878.92299560
level 4 block 2 energy 9442617.62594234
level 4 block 3 energy 33550402.15753954
level 4 block 4 energy 7626774.27534720
level 3 block 2 energy 5898775.94725627
level 3 block 3 energy 18489265.29186602
level 3 block 4 energy 5091523.04210423
level 2  block 2  energy 3403575.46001316
level 2 block 3 energy 10029485.69657381
level 2 block 4 energy 2078292.50294072
level 1 block 2  energy 1252078.88359228
level 1 block 3 energy 3307167.90159253
level 1 block 4 energy 621517.28906510
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819354.99682900
to ta l energy lost 0.00317096
Table A .7: Results from the Daubechies 16 tap wavelet filters
top block energy 4548679973.09527490
level 4 block 2 energy 8522496.76587097
level 4 block 3 energy 35453507.63429524
level 4 block 4 energy 8516653.80523603
level 3 block 2 energy 5567157.37631619
level 3 block 3 energy 18401031.70315793
level 3 block 4 energy 4863323.79787248
level 2  block 2  energy 3451489.15137478
level 2 block 3 energy 9370548.11120701
level 2 block 4 energy 2050808.17819736
level 1 block 2  energy 1277995.96538285
level 1 block 3 energy 3396055.08321372
level 1 block 4 energy 618106.18047080
to ta l energy transform ed 4650169146.84786990
to ta l energy lost -349791.84786987
Table A.8 : Results from the  D aubechies 18 tap  wavelet filters
top block energy 4547699153.91110520
level 4 block 2 energy 8515426.94035840
level 4 block 3 energy 37507932.35557089
level 4 block 4 energy 7922780.60733842
level 3 block 2 energy 5411061.41911348
level 3 block 3 energy 18220705.24071778
level 3 block 4 energy 4932017.42860521
level 2  block 2  energy 3290278.27601128
level 2 block 3 energy 8785891.68943510
level 2 block 4 energy 2065232.88066961
level 1 block 2  energy 1312608.51199449
level 1 block 3 energy 3536605.38521628
level 1 block 4 energy 619660.46744402
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819355.11357970
to tal energy lost -0.11357975
Table A .9: Results from the Daubechies 20 tap wavelet filters
top  block energy 4523522232.62924480
level 4 block 2 energy 11360897.03205215
level 4 block 3 energy 40543399.37727782
level 4 block 4 energy 7119655.98730951
level 3 block 2 energy 7675202.30035326
level 3 block 3 energy 21998978.39767610
level 3 block 4 energy 4162324.16064767
level 2  block 2  energy 4011492.44162919
level 2 block 3 energy 11105734.84185596
level 2 block 4 energy 2149724.44987866
level 1 block 2  energy 2074907.44123057
level 1 block 3 energy 5132937.88698499
level 1 block 4 energy 793971.31179323
to ta l energy transform ed 4641651458.25793360
to ta l energy lost 8167896.74206638
Table A. 10: Results from  the  Simoncelli 5 tap  filters
top  block energy 4532194967.83083920
level 4 block 2 energy 12208914.38268612
level 4 block 3 energy 41730004.46751026
level 4 block 4 energy 6808010.04731163
level 3 block 2 energy 7166215.64586967
level 3 block 3 energy 21222993.77916909
level 3 block 4 energy 4430309.49251379
level 2  block 2  energy 4123183.96166712
level 2 block 3 energy 10271246.32998424
level 2 block 4 energy 2069766.49484717
level 1 block 2  energy 1975505.24798241
level 1 block 3 energy 4798116.75627233
level 1 block 4 energy 766145.72109999
to ta l energy transform ed 4649765380.15775200
to ta l energy lost 53974.84224796
Table A. l l :  Results from the Simoncelli 7 tap filters
top  block energy 4543381125.53480720
level 4 block 2 energy 10142403.68423009
level 4 block 3 energy 38181159.19227694
level 4 block 4 energy 6985950.46647196
level 3 block 2 energy 5530870.11349872
level 3 block 3 energy 17923604.62648868
level 3 block 4 energy 4748053.62999915
level 2 block 2 energy 3620233.14011493
level 2 block 3 energy 9424373.81820188
level 2 block 4 energy 2070183.36077984
level 1 block 2 energy 1416389.19206363
level 1 block 3 energy 3773549.15773007
level 1 block 4 energy 649661.52348227
to ta l energy transform ed 4647847557.44014450
to ta l energy lost 1971797.55985546
Table A. 12: Results from the  Simoncelli 9 tap  filters
top  block energy 4543446370.39613060
level 4 block 2 energy 10014205.55047785
level 4 block 3 energy 38949167.41084069
level 4 block 4 energy 6933096.71726723
level 3 block 2 energy 5681043.18866822
level 3 block 3 energy 17615197.26894561
level 3 block 4 energy 4620913.45162956
level 2 block 2 energy 3525949.10217219
level 2 block 3 energy 10227553.11376536
level 2 block 4 energy 2036209.30191121
level 1 block 2 energy 1434468.44460405
level 1 block 3 energy 3767957.69932468
level 1 block 4 energy 657141.33393162
to ta l energy transform ed 4648909272.97966960
to ta l energy lost 910082.02033042
Table A .13: Results from the Simoncelli 11 tap filters
top block energy 4548794746.03896330
level 4 block 2 energy 8605655.35860447
level 4 block 3 energy 37412652.71825329
level 4 block 4 energy 7531980.46286599
level 3 block 2 energy 5698120.57472212
level 3 block 3 energy 18236677.35694915
level 3 block 4 energy 4998078.95874119
level 2 block 2 energy 3051632.95993378
level 2 block 3 energy 9384697.67825908
level 2 block 4 energy 2123826.61385224
level 1 block 2 energy 1290117.01035841
level 1 block 3 energy 3469394.18138564
level 1 block 4 energy 616487.06049352
to ta l energy transform ed 4651214066.97338290
to ta l energy lost -1394711.97338294
Table A .14: R esults from the  Simoncelli 13 tap  filters
top  block energy 4533965881.54575060
level 4 block 2 energy 10357250.49929119
level 4 block 3 energy 37431522.60453010
level 4 block 4 energy 7803211.75817183
level 3 block 2 energy 7793130.90493173
level 3 block 3 energy 22811535.55062197
level 3 block 4 energy 4373690.87293275
level 2 block 2 energy 4091635.43884840
level 2 block 3 energy 11650377.01326903
level 2 block 4 energy 2046275.07830604
level 1 block 2 energy 2241314.59349404
level 1 block 3 energy 5580501.71145131
level 1 block 4 energy 770046.74221853
to ta l energy transform ed 4650916374.31381990
to ta l energy lost -1097019.31381988
Table A. 15: Results from the Simoncelli 8A tap filters
top block energy 4549025173.84733580
level 4 block 2 energy 9440116.78977912
level 4 block 3 energy 35671220.14197010
level 4 block 4 energy 8144676.82090867
level 3 block 2 energy 6681588.71970822
level 3 block 3 energy 20358681.17991562
level 3 block 4 energy 4653840.07406867
level 2 block 2 energy 3442427.39366113
level 2 block 3 energy 10216396.68762365
level 2 block 4 energy 1994478.14967498
level 1 block 2 energy 1660432.37232631
level 1 block 3 energy 4349291.83876615
level 1 block 4 energy 679423.00717946
to tal energy transform ed 4656317747.02291770
to ta l energy lost -6498392.02291774
Table A. 16: R esults from  the  Simoncelli 8B tap  filters
top block energy 4545103121.25384330
level 4 block 2 energy 10007159.55409266
level 4 block 3 energy 35192648.54900582
level 4 block 4 energy 7047184.79283498
level 3 block 2 energy 6321297.93867789
level 3 block 3 energy 20030583.58524201
level 3 block 4 energy 4845510.97437181
level 2 block 2 energy 3486197.26247569
level 2 block 3 energy 8810099.22836324
level 2 block 4 energy 2033796.88752981
level 1 block 2 energy 1511829.43442747
level 1 block 3 energy 4032698.75781149
level 1 block 4 energy 650966.05097352
to tal energy transform ed 4649073094.26964950
to tal energy lost 746260.73035049
Table A. 17: Results from the Simoncelli 12A tap filters
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top block energy 4546266205.73431400
level 4 block 2 energy 9839454.15709571
level 4 block 3 energy 34783035.57232731
level 4 block 4 energy 7177498.72062634
level 3 block 2 energy 6181771.59626151
level 3 block 3 energy 19693166.88736639
level 3 block 4 energy 4897447.51790778
level 2 block 2 energy 3410197.02617136
level 2 block 3 energy 8748270.65399908
level 2 block 4 energy 2044058.65226715
level 1 block 2 energy 1456751.49121076
level 1 block 3 energy 3914607.03557895
level 1 block 4 energy 637790.28324684
to ta l energy transform ed 4649050255.32837490
to ta l energy lost 769099.67162513
Table A .18: Results from  the Simoncelli 12B tap  filters
top block energy 4293159187.65416570
level 4 block 2 energy 9282077.15550642
level 4 block 3 energy 34814819.29675731
level 4 block 4 energy 8102943.81896078
level 3 block 2 energy 6625616.21626256
level 3 block 3 energy 20098577.22775464
level 3 block 4 energy 4686038.47195567
level 2 block 2 energy 3444817.76727166
level 2 block 3 energy 10188578.29347012
level 2 block 4 energy 2012437.53041693
level 1 block 2 energy 1657298.12182708
level 1 block 3 energy 4334459.71525597
level 1 block 4 energy 679615.04148517
to ta l energy transform ed 4399086466.31109050
to ta l energy lost 250732888.68890953
Table A. 19: Results from the Johnston 8 tap quadrature mirror filters
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top block energy 4615551172.88379570
level 4 block 2 energy 9840112.43063264
level 4 block 3 energy 34790901.91332989
level 4 block 4 energy 7166595.64419243
level 3 block 2 energy 6160927.96738580
level 3 block 3 energy 19665742.62010961
level 3 block 4 energy 4884397.68036311
level 2 block 2 energy 3402233.91444262
level 2 block 3 energy 8747257.47892862
level 2 block 4 energy 2044580.05701908
level 1 block 2 energy 1452050.13413872
level 1 block 3 energy 3902377.14033482
level 1 block 4 energy 637775.54420840
to ta l energy transform ed 4718246125.40888310
to ta l energy lost -68426770.40888309
Table A .20: R esults from th e  Johnston 12 tap  q u ad ra tu re  m irror filters
top block energy 18432278.71054862
level 4 block 2 energy 168172.77569895
level 4 block 3 energy 561933.86738763
level 4 block 4 energy 260811.83651008
level 3 block 2 energy 465113.80117974
level 3 block 3 energy 1216882.94673367
level 3 block 4 energy 545534.90093934
level 2 block 2 energy 899905.72358042
level 2 block 3 energy 1960782.86921415
level 2 block 4 energy 732995.59412847
level 1 block 2 energy 894494.38917399
level 1 block 3 energy 2043868.41351773
level 1 block 4 energy 419573.91495743
to ta l energy transform ed 28602349.74357026
to ta l energy lost 4621217005.25642970
Table A .21: Results from the Simoncelli 15 tap filters
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top block energy 472398578.95945084
level 4 block 2 energy 4310078.84511397
level 4 block 3 energy 14401731.88107021
level 4 block 4 energy 6684313.29195628
level 3 block 2 energy 5297931.70639367
level 3 block 3 energy 13861043.99836021
level 3 block 4 energy 6213977.13299830
level 2 block 2 energy 4555769.73551599
level 2 block 3 energy 9926456.83484009
level 2 block 4 energy 3710787.61524477
level 1 block 2 energy 2012611.82439791
level 1 block 3 energy 4598702.51108933
level 1 block 4 energy 944041.00140159
to ta l energy transform ed 548916025.33783317
to ta l energy lost 4100903329.66216660
Table A .22: Results from  the Adelson 15 tap  filters
top block energy 4542912730.30749320
level 4 block 2 energy 8471435.89755862
level 4 block 3 energy 35632875.46657977
level 4 block 4 energy 7904217.67261394
level 3 block 2 energy 5402292.14940993
level 3 block 3 energy 17480029.24297155
level 3 block 4 energy 5195985.72419751
level 2 block 2 energy 3014102.24110064
level 2 block 3 energy 9176025.41197604
level 2 block 4 energy 2121822.51712667
level 1 block 2 energy 1236335.72229307
level 1 block 3 energy 3366237.42033553
level 1 block 4 energy 591394.27546396
to ta l energy transform ed 4642505484.04911990
to ta l energy lost 7313870.95088005
Table A .23: Results from the  Johnston  32(c) tap  q uad ra tu re  m irro r filters
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top  block energy 4543063581.96224400
level 4 block 2 energy 10324439.49633005
level 4 block 3 energy 36601302.23397625
level 4 block 4 energy 7547042.20397481
level 3 block 2 energy 6303183.56343059
level 3 block 3 energy 18860419.80227836
level 3 block 4 energy 4820098.20533256
level 2 block 2 energy 4018360.82739464
level 2 block 3 energy 9655634.99801868
level 2 block 4 energy 2079898.34159883
level 1 block 2 energy 1807754.58286771
level 1 block 3 energy 4091468.07240076
level 1 block 4 energy 646170.71026073
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819355.00010780
to ta l energy lost -0.00010776
Table A .24: R esults from  the Sm ith-Barnw ell 8 tap  conjugate q u ad ra tu re  filters
top  block energy 4545637863.22449970
level 4 block 2 energy 8689747.42070223
level 4 block 3 energy 36180129.43761603
level 4 block 4 energy 7895808.98780030
level 3 block 2 energy 5979833.08349769
level 3 block 3 energy 19233144.54275275
level 3 block 4 energy 5054070.41965425
level 2 block 2 energy 3636725.79161305
level 2 block 3 energy 9446312.96274735
level 2 block 4 energy 2104669.40771459
level 1 block 2 energy 1680881.62776443
level 1 block 3 energy 3680577.73937106
level 1 block 4 energy 599590.35477012
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819355.00050450
to ta l energy lost -0.00050449
Table A .25: Results from the  Sm ith-Barnw ell 16 tap  conjugate qu ad ra tu re  filters
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top  block energy 4547125424.63480660
level 4 block 2 energy 9029175.85977348
level 4 block 4 energy 7917506.17738218
level 3 block 2 energy 5842225.09322705
level 3 block 3 energy 18343536.45762882
level 3 block 4 energy 5176954.11734766
level 2 block 2 energy 3622137.93359961
level 2 block 3 energy 9580720.45264422
level 2 block 4 energy 2105263.43314183
level 1 block 2 energy 1636314,16706264
level 1 block 3 energy 3674833.24695217
level 1 block 4 energy 585866.27260182
to ta l energy transform ed 4649938539.06372070
to ta l energy lost -119184,06372070
Table A .26: R esults from  the  Sm ith-Barnw ell 32 tap  conjugate qu ad ra tu re  filters
top block energy 4532458813.43238450
level 4 block 2 energy 11055852.12331522
level 4 block 3 energy 40160113.18814213
level 4 block 4 energy 7468450.11176251
level 3 block 2 energy 7649140.41890792
level 3 block 3 energy 22034255.14675496
level 3 block 4 energy 4248839.37563552
level 2 block 2 energy 3947665.48196984
level 2 block 3 energy 11103104.86990753
level 2 block 4 energy 2099705.47958328
level 1 block 2 energy 1949372.40773473
level 1 block 3 energy 4862478.98557836
level 1 block 4 energy 762041.67673340
to ta l energy transform ed 4649799832.69840910
to ta l energy lost 19522.30159091
Table A .27: R esults from the  Daubechies 6 tap  Coiflet filters
top block energy 4543668595.79770950
level 4 block 2 energy 10606497.54371433
level 4 block 3 energy 38710881.44341881
level 4 block 4 energy 6967178.22667648
level 3 block 2 energy 5665306.89907322
level 3 block 3 energy 18197925.69192735
level 3 block 4 energy 4693713.37936248
level 2 block 2 energy 3722967.93583106
level 2 block 3 energy 9515940.01575334
level 2 block 4 energy 2070514.21302737
level 1 block 2 energy 1464192.85703450
level 1 block 3 energy 3873242.75386702
level 1 block 4 energy 662388.83932448
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819345.59672070
to ta l energy lost 9.40327930
Table A .28: Results from the  Daubechies 12 tap  Coiflet filters
top block energy 4546140005.25869460
level 4 block 2 energy 9082976.05097513
level 4 block 3 energy 37862334.34039396
level 4 block 4 energy 7314533.61653684
level 3 block 2 energy 5853296.72000273
level 3 block 3 energy 18241776.69640637
level 3 block 4 energy 4912103.83131522
level 2 block 2 energy 3143690.15929446
level 2 block 3 energy 9577474.91044774
level 2 block 4 energy 2099165.92133559
level 1 block 2 energy 1347683.09737678
level 1 block 3 energy 3609871.28549917
level 1 block 4 energy 634443.11124706
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819354.99952600
to ta l energy lost 0.00047397
Table A .29: Results from the Daubechies 18 tap Coiflet filters
top  block energy 4547799653.97667500
level 4 block 2 energy 7674261.29132575
level 4 block 3 energy 35787399.19206724
level 4 block 4 energy 8367375.88655660
level 3 block 2 energy 5808735.31820620
level 3 block 3 energy 19171640.62079887
level 3 block 4 energy 5102977.28101819
level 2 block 2 energy 3445300.62821280
level 2 block 3 energy 9171309.51157667
level 2 block 4 energy 2083321.18872423
level 1 block 2 energy 1297861.37336426
level 1 block 3 energy 3488438.95894405
level 1 block 4 energy 621079.16507526
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819354.39254570
to ta l energy lost 0.60745429
Table A .30: R esults from  the  Daubechies 24 tap  Coiflet filters
top  block energy 4548756849.95089720
level 4 block 2 energy 8105564.24621384
level 4 block 3 energy 35604855.48194146
level 4 block 4 energy 8227783.04229201
level 3 block 2 energy 5996043.69131892
level 3 block 3 energy 18304442.36891747
level 3 block 4 energy 4939131.79276716
level 2 block 2 energy 3047948.04876475
level 2 block 3 energy 9411950.30781079
level 2 block 4 energy 2122217.60044538
level 1 block 2 energy 1270638.49643676
level 1 block 3 energy 3418828.83768024
level 1 block 4 energy 613108.09782720
to ta l energy transform ed 4649819361.96331310
to ta l energy lost -6.96331310
Table A .31: Results from the Daubechies 30 tap Coiflet filters
A p p en d ix  B  
C od e L istings
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/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* Procedure filterx */
/* This procedure treats each row as a linear array. The image */
/* dimensions are used to wrap the convolution around the ends */
void filterx(double *image,double *result,int x,int y, 
double *hi,double *lo,int wide)
{
int i; 
int xpos; 
int ypos; 
int stop; 
int impos; 
int respos; 
int filtpos; 
int samppos; 
int halfsize;
halfsize = x * y / 2; 
stop = x - wide; 
respos = 0; 
for(i=0;i<x*y;i++) { 
result[i] = 0.0;
>
for(ypos=0;ypos<y*x;ypos+=x) {
for(xpos=ypos;xpos<=ypos+stop;xpos+=2) { 
samppos = xpos;
for(filtpos=0;filtpos<wide;filtpos++) {
result[respos] += lo [filtpos] * image[samppos]; 
result[respos+halfsize] += hi [filtpos] * image[samppos]; 
samppos++;
>
respos++;
>
for(xpos=ypos+stop+2;xpos<ypos+x;xpos+=2) { 
samppos = xpos;
for(filtpos=0;filtpos<wide;filtpos++) {
result[respos] += lo [filtpos] * image[samppos]; 
result[respos+halfsize] += hi [filtpos] * image[samppos]; 
samppos = (++samppos) '/, x + ypos;
>
respos++;
>
>
>
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/* Procedure filtery */
/* This procedure treats each column as a linear array. The image */
/* dimensions are used to wrap the convolution around the ends */
I * * * * * * * * * * * * *
void filtery(double *image,double *result,int x.int y, 
double *hi,double *lo,int wide)
int i; 
int xpos; 
int ypos; 
int stop; 
int step; 
int bott; 
int impos; 
int respos; 
int filtpos; 
int samppos; 
int halfsize;
halfsize = x * y / 2; 
stop = (y - wide) * x; 
bott = (y - 1) * x; 
step = 2 * x; 
for(i=0;i<x*y;i++) { 
result[i] = 0.0;
for(ypos=0;ypos<x;ypos++) { 
respos = ypos;
for(xpos=ypos;xpos<=ypos+stop;xpos+=step) -( 
samppos = xpos;
for(filtpos=0;filtpos<wide;filtpos++) {
result[respos] += lo[filtpos] * image[samppos];
result[respos+halfsize] += hi[filtpos] * image[samppos];
samppos+=x;
respos+=x;
>
for(xpos=ypos+stop+step;xpos<ypos+bott;xpos+=step) { 
samppos = xpos;
for(filtpos=0;filtpos<wide;filtpos++) {
result [respos] += lo[filtpos] * image[samppos]; 
result[respos+halfsize] += hi[filtpos] * image[samppos]; 
samppos = (samppos + x) '/. (bott + x) ;
respos+=x;
>
>
>
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/* procedure synthx */
/* This procedure treats each row as a linear array. The image */
/* dimensions are used to wrap the convolution around the ends */
void synthx(double *image,double ^result.double *hi,double *lo, 
int wide,int x.int y)
{
int i; 
int xpos; 
int ypos; 
int stop; 
int impos; 
int respos; 
int filtpos; 
int samppos; 
int count; 
int halfsize; 
int halfstop;
halfsize = x * y / 2; 
halfstop = x / 2; 
stop = (x - wide) / 2; 
respos = 0; 
count = 0;
for(i=0;i<x*y;i++) { 
result [i] = 0.0;
>
for(ypos=0;ypos<halfsize;ypos+=halfstop) { 
for(xpos=ypos;xpos<=ypos+stop;xpos++) { 
samppos = xpos; 
respos = count;
for(filtpos=0;filtpos<wide;filtpos++) {
result [respos] += lo [filtpos] * image[samppos]; 
result[respos] += hi [filtpos] * image[samppos+halfsize]; 
respos++;
>
count += 2;
}
for(xpos=ypos+stop+l;xpos<ypos+halfstop;xpos++) { 
samppos = xpos; 
respos = count;
for(filtpos=0;filtpos<wide;filtpos++) {
result [respos] += lo [filtpos] * image[samppos]; 
result [respos] += hi [filtpos] * image[samppos+halfsize];
/* loop on rows */
respos = (++respos) '/, x + 2 * ypos;
count += 2;
>
>
>
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/ f t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* procedure synthy */
/* This procedure treats each column as a linear array. The image */
/* dimensions are used to wrap the convolution around the ends */
/  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  I  
void synthy(double *image,double *result.double *hi,double *lo, 
int wide,int x.int y)
int i; 
int xpos; 
int ypos; 
int stop; 
int step; 
int bott; 
int impos; 
int respos; 
int filtpos; 
int samppos; 
int count; 
int halfsize; 
int halfstop;
halfsize = x * y / 2; 
halfstop = x / 2; 
step = 2 * x;
stop = ((y - wide) * x) / 2; 
bott =(y - 1) * x; 
respos = 0; 
for(i=0; i<x*y; i++) -( 
result [i] = 0.0;
>
for(ypos=0;ypos<x;ypos++) { 
samppos = ypos; 
count = ypos;
for(xpos=ypos;xpos<=ypos+stop;xpos+=x) { 
respos = count;
for(filtpos=0;filtpos<wide;filtpos++) {
result [respos] += lo [filtpos] * image[samppos];
result[respos] += hi[filtpos] * image[samppos+halfsize];
respos+=x;
>
samppos+=x; 
count += step;
>
for(xpos=ypos+stop+x;xpos<ypos+bott/2;xpos+=x) { 
respos = count;
for(filtpos=0;filtpos<wide;filtpos++) {
result[respos] += lo [filtpos] * image[samppos];
result[respos] += hi[filtpos] * image[samppos+halfsize];
/* loop on columns */
respos = (respos + x) (bott + x);
samppos+=x; 
count += step;
>
>
}
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/* procedure qsynthx */
/* This procedure treats each row as a linear array. The image */
/* dimensions are used to wrap the convolution around the ends */
void qsynthx(double *image,double *result.double *hi,double *lo, 
int wide,int x,int y)
{ int i; 
int xpos; 
int ypos; 
int stop; 
int impos; 
int respos; 
int filtpos; 
int samppos; 
int count; 
int halfsize; 
int halfstop;
halfsize = x * y / 2; 
halfstop = x / 2; 
stop = (x - wide) / 2; 
respos = 0; 
count = 0;
for(i=0;i<x*y;i++) { 
result [i] = 0.0;
>
for(ypos=0;ypos<halfsize;ypos+=halfstop) { 
for(xpos=ypos;xpos<=ypos+stop;xpos++) { 
samppos = xpos;
respos = (count + ALIGN) '/, x + 2 * ypos; 
for(f iltpos=0;f iltpos<wide;f iltpos++) {
result[respos] += lo[filtpos] * image[samppos];
result [respos] += hi [filtpos] * image[samppos+halfsize];
respos = (++respos) '/, x + 2 * ypos;
>
count += 2;
>
for(xpos=ypos+stop+l;xpos<ypos+halfstop;xpos++) { 
samppos = xpos;
respos = (count + ALIGN) '/, x + 2 * ypos; 
for(filtpos=0;filtpos<wide;filtpos++) {
result [respos] += lo[filtpos] * image[samppos];
result [respos] += hi[filtpos] * image[samppos+halfsize];
/* loop on rows */
respos = (++respos) '/, x + 2 * ypos;
count += 2;
>
>
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I * *  $  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  #  *  *  *  *  *  #  *  *  *  sjc $  *  *  *  *  $  *  *  *  *  * *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  * *  * *  #  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  *  $  *  *  *  *  j
/* procedure qsynthy */
/* This procedure treats each column as a linear array. The image */
/* dimensions are used to wrap the convolution around the ends */
void qsynthy(double *image,double *result.double *hi,double *lo, 
int wide,int x.int y)
{
int i; 
int xpos; 
int ypos; 
int stop; 
int step; 
int bott; 
int impos; 
int respos; 
int filtpos; 
int samppos; 
int count; 
int halfsize; 
int halfstop;
halfsize = x * y / 2; 
halfstop = x / 2; 
step = 2 * x;
stop = C(y - wide) * x) /  2; 
bott =(y - 1) * x; 
respos = 0; 
for(i=0;i<x*y;i++) { 
result[i] = 0.0;
>
for(ypos=0;ypos<x;ypos++) { 
samppos = ypos; 
count = ypos;
for(xpos=ypos;xpos<=ypos+stop;xpos+=x) { 
respos = (count + ALIGN * x) '/, (bott + x); 
for(filtpos=0;filtpos<wide;filtpos++) {
result [respos] += lo [filtpos] * image[samppos];
result [respos] += hi [filtpos] * image[samppos+halfsize];
respos = (respos + x) '/, (bott + x);
>
samppos+=x; 
count += step;
>
for(xpos=ypos+stop+x;xpos<ypos+bott/2;xpos+=x) { 
respos = (count + ALIGN * x) '/. (bott + x); 
for(filtpos=0;filtpos<wide;filtpos++) {
result [respos] += lo [filtpos] * image[samppos];
result [respos] += hi [filtpos] * image[samppos+halfsize];
/* loop on columns */
respos = (respos + x) '/, (bott + x);
>
samppos+=x; 
count += step;
>
>
>
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void buildlevel(double *image,int x.int y,double *hi,double *lo,int wide)
{
int i;
int totsize; 
int offset; 
double *temp;
totsize = x * y; 
offset = totsize / 2;
temp = (double *) malloc(totsize * sizeof(double));
printf("temp '/,d '/,d \n",x,y); 
filterx(image,temp,x,y,hi,lo,wide); 
x I  — 2 *
printf ("temp '/,d '/,d \n",x,y); 
filtery(temp,image,x,y,hi,lo,wide); 
filtery(temp+offset,image+offset,x,y,hi,lo,wide); 
free(temp);
void buildpyr(double *image,int x,int y.int level, 
double *hi,double *lo,int wide)
{ int i; 
int j; 
int offset;
offset = x * y / 4; 
for(i=0;i<level;i++) {
buildlevel(image,x,y,hi,lo,wide); 
offset /= 4; 
x /= 2; 
y /= 2;
>
j * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  
void ubuildlevel(double *code,double *result,int x,int y, 
double *hi,double *lo,int wide)
{
int i; 
int j ; 
int twice; 
int offset;
twice = x * 2; 
offset = twice * y;
if(WAVE) { 
printf ("image '/,d */,d \n" ,x,twice); 
synthy(code,result,hi,lo,wide,x,twice); 
synthy(code+offset,result+offset,hi,lo,wide,x,twice);
/ *
for(i=0;i<twice*twice;i++) { 
result [i] = code[i];
>
* /
printf ("image '/.d '/,d \n" ,twice, twice); 
synthx(result,code,hi,lo,wide,twice,twice);
>
else {
printf ("image '/,d */,d \n" ,x,twice);
qsynthy(code,result,hi,lo,wide,x.twice);
qsynthy(code+offset,result+offset,hi,lo.wide,x.twice);
/*
for(i=0;i<twice*twice;i++) { 
result [i] = code[i];
>
* /
printf ("image */,d '/,d \n" .twice,twice); 
qsynthx(result,code,hi,lo,wide,twice.twice);
>
/ * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * *  *  * *  * *  * * * *  * * * *  * * * /  
void ubuildpyr(double *code,double *result,int x,int y,int level, 
double *hi,double *lo,int w)
int i; 
int xsize; 
int ysize;
xsize = x >> level; 
ysize = y >> level;
for(i=0;i<level;i++) {
ubuildlevel(code,result,xsize,ysize,hi,lo,w); 
xsize += xsize; 
ysize += ysize;
>
/********************************************************************/
/* procedure getvect */
/* This procedure retrieves dynamic memory for use by the programs */
/ I * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void * getvect(int n,int siz)
{
void *rayptr;
rayptr = (void *) calloc(n.siz); 
if(rayptr == NULL) {
printf("Error: dynamic memory fail\n"); 
exit(O);
>
return(rayptr);
* * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * *  ************************************************/ 
/* procedure swrite, used for buffer writing in combined program */
int swrite(result,buf,n) 
unsigned char *result; 
void *buf; 
int n;
{
unsigned char *to; 
unsigned char *from; 
int 1 ;
to = result;
from = (unsigned char *) buf; 
for(i=0;i<n;i++) { 
to [i] = from[i] ;
return(n);
>/********************************************************************/ 
/* procedure sread, used for buffer writing in combined program */
int sread(result,buf,n) 
unsigned char *result; 
void *buf; 
int n;
unsigned char *to; 
unsigned char *from; 
int 1 ;
from = result; 
to = (unsigned char *) buf; 
for(i=0;i<n; i++) •{ 
to [i] = f rom[i] ;
}
return(n);
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* Pyramid building process program */
/* This is the main driver for the pyramid fliter process. */
/* The filter values are contained in a seperate file and are set */
/* dependent upon the users wishes. The pyramid building process */
/* is handled with seperate procedures also contained in a separate */
/* file. Note there are special methods for handling filters of */
/* unequal length in filtering and synthesizing */
ttinclude <stdio.h> 
ttinclude <stdlib.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <math.h>
/* GLOBAL: flag(s) to control procedure */
int WAVE;
int ALIGN;
double scale = 1.0;
#include "memproc.c"
#include "procs.c"
#include "moprocs.c"
main(argc,argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv [] ;
int i;
int count;
int level;
int n;
int fp;
int pf;
int xsize;
int ysize;
int offset;
int filtwidth;
int freq[256];
int target;
int point;
int savefiltnum;
unsigned char *inbuf;
char newfile[80];
char *ext=".pyr";
double *infile;
double *lo_filter;
double *hi_filter;
double adjust;
double average;
double sqsum;
if (argc < 6) ■{
printf("Usage pyr <file> x-size y-size levels filt-num\n");
printf("Where <filename> is the target image\n");
printf(" x-size is the x dimension\n");
printf(" y-size is the y dimension\n");
printf("Sorry square power of two only yet\n");
printf(" levels is number of pyramid\n");
printf(" filt-num is self explanitory\n");
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printf("Current filters:\n"); 
printf("Filter width 
printf("4,6,8,10,12 
printf("14,16,18,20 
printf("5,7,9,11,13 
printf("8A,8B,12A,12B 
printf("8J,12J 
printf("15/3 
printf("15/3 
printf("32(c) 
printf("8,16,32 
printf("6,12,18 
printf("24,30 
exit(0);
>
fp=open(argv[1],0); 
if(fp==-l) {
printf("Unable to open input file\n"); 
exit(O);
>
xsize = atoi(argv[2]); 
ysize = atoi(argv[3]); 
level = atoi(argv[4]); 
filtwidth = atoi(ar{rv[5]); 
savefiltnum = filtwidth;
SKIP = atoi(argv[6]); 
count = xsize * ysize;
inbuf = (unsigned char *) getvect(count,sizeof(unsigned char)); 
n=read(fp,inbuf.count * sizeof(unsigned char)); 
close(fp);
if(n != (count * sizeof(unsigned char))) { 
printf("File read failure\n"); 
exit(0);
>
printf("'/,s successfully read\n" ,argv [1] ); 
strcpy(newfile,argv[l]); 
strcat(newfile,ext);
pf=open(newfile,0_WR0NLY|O.CREATIO.TRUNC,384); 
if(pf==-l) {
printf("Unable to open output file\n"); 
return(O);
>
infile = (double *) getvect(count,sizeof(double)); 
filterset(&hi_filter,&lo_filter,&filtwidth.&adjust); 
adjust = sqrt(adjust); 
if((savefiltnum != 35) &&
(savefiltnum != 36) &&
(savefiltnum != 37) &&
(savefiltnum != 38)) { 
printf ("sqrt sum squared = '/,20.151f\n" .adjust); 
sqsum =0.0;
for(i=0;i<filtwidth;i++) { 
lo_filter[i] /= adjust; 
hi_filter[i] /= adjust; 
sqsum += lo_filter[i] * lo_filter[i];
>
printf ("squared sum = '/,20.151f\n" .sqsum);
ENTER number
4.6.8.10.12 
14,16,18,20
5.7.9.11.13 
22,24,28,30 
26,32 
35/39 
36/40
43
44,45,46
47,48,49
50,51
Whose\n' 
Daubechies\n' 
Daubechies\n' 
Simoncelli\n' 
Simoncelli\n' 
Johnston\n' 
Simoneelli\n' 
Adelson\n' 
Johnston\n' 
Smith-Barnwell\n' 
Coiflet Daubechies\n' 
Coiflet Daubechies\n'
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>
for(i=0;i<count;i++) {
^ infile[i] = (double) inbuf[i] * scale; 
free(inbuf);
printf("building pyramid\n");
buildpyr(infile,xsize,ysize,level,hi_filter,lo_filter.filtwidth); 
printf ("writing file '/,s\n" ,newf ile); 
offset = n / sizeof(unsigned char); 
for(i=0;i<SKIP;i++) { 
offset /= 4;
>
write(pf,infile,offset*sizeof(double)); 
free(infile); 
close(pf); 
return(O);
>
/* Pyramid collapsing process program */
/* This is the main driver for the pyramid collapsing process. */
/* the filters are coded in a separate file and a procedure sets */
/* the values dependent on the users desires. Note that user may */
/* spcify filter different from the one used to build the pyramid */
/* this will create special effects in the image. The procedures */
/* that perform the synthesis are also code in a separate file. */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I  
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <math.h>
/* GLOBAL: flag(s) to control procedure */
int WAVE;
int ALIGN;
double scale = 1.0;
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * I  
#include "memproc.c"
#include "procs.c"
#include "moprocs.c"
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /  
main(argc,argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[];
■C
int i;
int count;
int indx;
int n;
int fp;
int pf;
int xsize;
int ysize;
int level;
int filtwidth;
int savefiltnum;
unsigned char *outfile;
char newfile[80];
char *ext=".pyr";
char *trun;
double *infile;
double *result;
double *temp;
double *lo_filter;
double *hi_filter;
double check;
double adjust;
double sqsum;
if(argc < 
printf(' 
printf (' 
printf(' 
printf(' 
printf (' 
printf (' 
printf ('
6) {
Usage
Where
Sorry
upyr <file>.pyr x-size y-size level filt-num\n"); 
<filename>.pyr is the encoded image file\n") ; 
x-size is the x dimension of the original\n"); 
y-size if the y dimension of the original\n"); 
square power of two dimensions only yet\n"); 
level is the pyramid level(s)\n"); 
filt-num is self explanitory\n");
printf("Current filters:\n");
printf("Filter width
printf("4,6,8,10,12
printf("14,16,18,20
printf("5,7,9,11,13
printf("8A,8B,12A,12B
printf("8J,12J
printf("15/3
printf("15/3
printf("32(c)
printf("8,16,32
printf("6,12,18
printf("24,30
ENTER number
4.6.8.10.12 
14,16,18,20
5.7.9.11.13 
22,24,28,30 
26,32 
35/39 
36/40
43
44,45,46
47,48,49
50,51
Smith-Barnwell\n") 
Coiflet Daubechies\n") 
Coiflet Daubechies\n")
Daubechies\n")
Daubechies\n")
Simoncelli\n")
Simoncelli\n")
Johnston\n")
Simoncelli\n")
Johnston\n")
Adelson\n")
Whose\n")
exit(0);
>
fp=open(argv[l] ,0); 
if(fp==-l) {
printf("Unable to open input file\n"); 
return(0);
>
xsize = atoi(argv[2] ); 
ysize = atoi(argv[3] ); 
level = atoi(argv[4]); 
filtwidth = atoi(argv[5]);
SKIP = atoi(argv[6] );
SKIPPY = SKIP; 
savefiltnum = filtwidth; 
count = xsize * ysize;
infile = (double *) getvect(count,sizeof(double)); 
result = (double *) getvect(count,sizeof(double)); 
n=read(fp,infile,count * sizeof(double)); 
close(fp);
printf ("'/.s successfully read\n" ,argv[l] ); 
strcpy(newfile,argv[l]); 
trun = newfile; 
while(*trun != ’\0J) { 
trun++;
while(*trun != ’ .’) { 
trun— ;
}
n = strcmp(trun,ext); 
if(n) {
printf("file extention mis-match\n"); 
exit(0);
>
♦trun = ’\0’;
pf=open(newfile,0.WR0NLY|0_CREATIO.TRUNC,384); 
if(pf==-l) {
printf("Unable to open output file\n"); 
return(0);
>
filterset(&hi_filter,&lo_filter,&filtwidth.&adjust); 
adjust = sqrt(adjust); 
if(savefiltnum != 39) { 
printf("sqrt sum squared = 7,20.151f\n" .adjust) ; 
sqsum = 0.0;
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for(i=0;i<filtwidth;i++) { 
hi_filter[i] /= adjust; 
lo_filter[i] /= adjust; 
sqsum += lo_filter[i] * lo_filter[i];
>
printf ("squared sum = '/,20.151f \n" ,sqsum);
>
outfile = (unsigned char *) getvect(count,sizeof(unsigned char)); 
ubuildpyr(infile,result,xsize,ysize,level,hi_filter,lo_filter,filtwidth); 
for(i=0;i<count;i++) {
check = ((infile[i] + 0.5) / scale); 
if(check < 0.0) { 
check = 0.0;
}
sis0 ^
if(check > 255.0) { 
check = 255.0;
>
>outfile[i] = (unsigned char) check;
free(infile); 
free(result);
printf("writing output file\n"); 
write(pf,outfile,count * sizeof(unsigned char)); 
printf ("Rebuilt image stored in ’/,s\n" ,newf ile); 
free(outfile); 
return(0);
>
96
j ********************************************************************/ 
/* Filter setting procedure */
/* The filter values are set dependent on the users desires. */
/* These filter values have been taken from the literature listed */
/* in the reference section. Notre that there are errors in some of */
/* the listed values in the literature. These values are gleaned */
/* from the original works if possible and tested in this code. */
/* Corrections were made accordingly. The program also contains */
/* code to normalize these values as needed. */
void filterset(double **hi.double **lo,int *n,double *adjust)
int k; 
double 
double 
double
sig; 
total; 
sum;
/* Daubechies 
static double
/* Simoncelli 
static double
/* Daubechies
static double
* /
c4 [4]
* /
c5 [6]
/* Daubechies 
static double * /c6 [6]
/* Simoncelli 
static double
* /
c7 [8]
* /
c8[8]
0.4829629131445341,
0.836516037378079,
0.2241438680420134,
-0.1294095225512604
>;
-0.0761025,
0.3535534,
0.8593118,
0.3535534,
-0.0761025,
0 . 0
>;
0.3326705529500825,
0.8068915093110924,
0.4598775021184914,
-0.1350110200102546,
-0.0854412738820267,
0.0352262918857095
>;
-0.0074972,
-0.0731952,
0.3610506,
0.8534972,
0.3610506,
-0.0731952,
-0.0074972,
0 . 0
>;
0.2303778133088964,
0.7148465705529154,
0.6308807679398587,
-0.0279837694168599,
-0.1870348117190931,
0.0308413818355607,
/* Simoncelli */ 
static double c9[10]
/* Daubechies */ 
static double c!0[10]
/* Simoncelli */ 
static double cll[12]
/* Daubechies */ 
static double c!2[12]
/* Simoncelli */ 
static double c!3[14]
0.0328830116668852,
-0.0105974017850690,
0.0282204,
-0.0603941,
-0.0738819,
0.4139475,
0.7984298,
0.4139475,
-0.0738819,
-0.0603941,
0.0282204,
0 . 0
>;
= {
0.1601023979741929, 
0.6038292697971895, 
0.7243085284377726, 
0.1384281459013203, 
-0.2422948870663823, 
-0.0322448695846381, 
0.0775714938400459, 
-0.0062414902127983, 
-0.0125807519990820, 
0.0033357252854738 
>;
= {
0.0005612,
0.0244078, 
-0.0558173, 
-0.0732233, 
0.4088095, 
0.8047379, 
0.4088095, 
-0.0732233, 
-0.0558173,
0.0244078, 
0.0005612,
0 . 0
>;
0.111540743350,
0.494623890398,
0.751133908021,
0.315250351709,
-0.226264693965,
-0.129766867567,
0.097501605587,
0.027522865530,
-0.031582039318,
0.000553842201,
0.004777257511,
-0.001077301085
>;
/* Daubechies */ 
static double c!4[14]
/* Daubechies */ 
static double c!6[16]
/* Daubechies */
static double c!8[18]
-0.0145152,
0.0211069,
0.0406707,
-0.0990339,
-0.0587709,
0.4314804,
0.7723375,
0.4314804,
-0.0587709,
-0.0990339,
0.0406707,
0.0211069,
-0.0145152,
0 . 0
> ;
0.0778520540850037, 
0.3975393194813912, 
0.7291320908461957, 
0.4697822874052889, 
-0.1439060039285212, 
-0.2240361849938412, 
0.0713092192668272, 
0.0806126091510774, 
-0.0380299369350104, 
-0.0165745416306655, 
0.0125509985560986, 
0.0004295779729214, 
-0.0018016407040473, 
0.0003537137999745 
>;
0.0544158422431072, 
0.3128715909143166, 
0.6756307362973195, 
0.5853546836542159, 
-0.0158291052563823, 
-0.2840155429615824, 
0.0004724845739124, 
0.1287474266204893, 
-0.0173693010018090, 
-0.0440882539307971, 
0.0139810279174001, 
0.0087460940474065, 
-0.0048703529934520, 
-0.0003917403733770, 
0.0006754494064506, 
-0.0001174767841248 
> ;
0.0380779473638778,
0.2438346746125858,
0.6048231236900955,
0.6573880780512736,
0.1331973858249883,
-0.2932737832791663,
-0.0968407832229492,
0.1485407493381256,
/* Daubechies */ 
static double c20[20]
/* Simoncelli */ 
static double c22[8]
/* Simoncelli */ 
static double c24[8]
/* Johnston */ 
static double c26[8]
0.0307256814793385,
-0.0676328290613279,
0.0002509471148340,
0.0223616621236798,
-0.0047232047577518,
-0.0042815036824635,
0.0018476468830563,
0.0002303857635232,
-0.0002519631889427,
0.0000393473203163
>;
= {
0.026670057901,
0.188176800078,
0.527201188932,
0.688459039454,
0.281172343661,
-0.249846424327, 
-0.195946274377, 
0.127369340336, 
0.093057364604, 
-0.071394147166, 
-0.029457536822, 
0.033212674059, 
0.003606553567, 
-0.010733175483, 
0.001395351747, 
0.001992405295, 
-0.000685856695, 
-0.000116466855, 
0.000093588670, 
-0.000013264203 
>;
0.0042330, 
-0.0545462,
0.0545462,
0.7028738,
0.7028738,
0.0545462,
-0.0545462,
0.0042330
>;
■c
0.0138932,
-0.0981376,
0.0981376,
0.6932135,
0.6932135,
0.0981376,
-0.0981376,
0.0138932
0.0132759,
-0.0999205,
0.0981901,
/* Simoncelli */ 
static double c28[12]
/* Simoncelli */ 
static double c30[12]
/* Johnston */ 
static double c32[12]
/* Simoncelli */
static double c35[16]
0.6929634,
0.6929634,
0.0981901,
-0.0999205,
0.0132759,
};
= {
-0.0024175,
0.0165117,
0.0019685,
-0.1117252,
0.1141427,
0.6886266,
0.6886266,
0.1141427,
-0.1117252,
0.0019685,
0.0165117,
-0.0024175
>;
= {
-0.0056647,
0.0266007,
-0.0048733,
-0.1185671,
0.1242317,
0.6853794,
0.6853794,
0.1242317,
-0.1185671,
-0.0048733,
0.0266007,
-0.0056647
>;
-0.0053876,
0.0266667,
-0.0038329,
-0.1197755,
0.1251126,
0.6850152,
0.6850152,
0.1251126,
-0.1197755,
-0.0038329,
0.0266667,
-0.0053876
>;
-0.0012475221,
-0.0024950907,
0.0087309530,
0.0199579580,
-0.0505290000,
-0.1205509700,
0.2930455800,
0.7061761600,
/* Adelson */ 
static double c36[16]
/* Simoncelli */ 
static double c39[4]
/* Adelson */ 
static double c40[4]
/* Johnston */ 
static double qmf[32]
0.2930455800,
-0.1205509700,
-0.0505290000,
0.0199579580,
0.0087309530,
-0.0024950907,
-0.0012475221,
0 . 0
>;
-0.0015278960, 
-0.0030558493, 
0.0106931890, 
0.0244434030, 
-0.0618851260, 
-0.1476441600, 
0.3589060300, 
0.8648855700, 
0.3589060300, 
-0.1476441600, 
-0.0618851260, 
0.0244434030, 
0.0106931890, 
-0.0030558493, 
-0.0015278960, 
0.0 
>;
0.5,
1 . 0 ,
0.5,
0 . 0
>;
0.5,
1 . 0 ,
0.5,
0 . 0
>;
0.00069105790,
-0.0014037930,
-0.0012683030,
0.0042341950,
0.0014142460,
-0.0094583180,
-0.0001303859,
0.017981450,
-0.0041874830,
-0.031238620,
0.014568440,
0.052947450,
-0.039348780,
-0.099802430,
0.12855790,
0.46640530,
0.46640530,
/* Smith-Barnwell */ 
static double cqml[8]
0.12855790,
-0.099802430,
-0.039348780,
0.052947450,
0.014568440,
-0.031238620,
-0.0041874830,
0.017981450,
-0.0001303859,
-0.0094583180,
0.0014142460,
0.0042341950,
-0.0012683030,
-0.0014037930,
0.00069105790,
}  i
= {
/* Smith-Barnwell */ 
static double cqm2[16]
0.0348975582178515, 
-0.01098301946252854, 
-0.06286453934951963, 
0.223907720892568, 
0.556856993531445, 
0.357976304997285,
-0.02390027056113145, 
-0.07594096379188282 
>;
/* Smith-Barnwell */ 
static double cqm3[32]
0,
0,
-0.
- 0 .
0,
0.
-0.
- 0 .
- 0 .
0.
0.
-0 .
-0 .
0.
0.
-0 .
>;
02193598203004352,
001578616497663704,
06025449102875281,
0118906596205391,
137537915636625,
05745450056390939,
321670296165893,
528720271545339,
295779674500919,
0002043110845170894,
02906699789446796,
03533486088708146,
006821045322743358,
02606678468264118,
001033363491944126,
01435930957477529
0.00849437247823317, 
-0.0000961781687347404 
-0.008795047132402801, 
0.000708779549084502, 
0.01220420156035413, 
-0.001762639314795336, 
-0.01558455903573820,
0.004082855675060479, 
0.01765222024089335, 
-0.0083835219782884901 
-0.01674761388473688, 
0.01823906210869841,
0.005781735813341397,
/* Coiflet Daubechies */ 
static double prqmfl[6]
/* Coiflet Daubechies */ 
static double prqmf2[12]
/* Coiflet Daubechies */ 
static double prqmf3[18]
-0.04692674090907675,
0.05725005445073179, 
0.354522945953839, 
0.504811839124518, 
0.264955363281817,
-0.08329095161140063, 
-0.139108747584926, 
0.03314036080659188, 
0.09035938422033127, 
-0.01468791729134721, 
-0.06103335886707139,
0.006606122638753900, 
0.04051555088035685, 
-0.002631418173168537, 
-0.02592580476149722, 
0.0009319532350192227 
0.01535638959916169, 
-0.0001196832693326184 
-0.01057032258472372 
>;
-0.051429728471,
0.238929728471,
0.602859456942,
0.272140543058,
-0.051429972847,
-0.011070271529
>;
’ {0.011587596739, 
-0.029320137980, 
-0.047639590310, 
0.273021046535, 
0.574682393857, 
0.294867193696, 
-0.054085607092, 
-0.042026480461, 
0.016744410163, 
0.003967883613, 
-0.001289203356, 
-0.000509505539 
>;
-0.002682418671,
0.005503126709,
0.016583560479,
-0.046507764479,
-0.043220763560,
0.286503335274,
0.561285256870,
0.302983571773,
-0.050770140755,
-0.058196250762,
0.024434094321,
0.011229240962,
-0.006369601011,
-0.001820458916,
0.000790205101,
/* Coiflet Daubechies */ 
static double prqmf4[24]
/* Coiflet Daubechies */ 
static double prqmf5[30]
0.000329665174,
-0.000050192775,
-0.000024465734
>;
■C0.000630961046,
-0.001152224852,
-0.005194524026,
0.011362459244,
0.018867235378,
-0.057464234429,
-0.039652648517,
0.293667390895,
0.553126452562,
0.307157326198,
-0.047112738865,
-0.068038127051,
0.027813640153,
0.017735837438,
-0.010756318517,
-0.004001012886,
0.002652665946,
0.000895594529,
-0.000416500571,
-0.000183829769,
0.000044080345,
0.000022082857,
-0.000002304942,
-0.000001262175
>;
-0.0001499638,
0.0002535612,
0.0015402457,
-0.0029411108,
-0.0071637819,
0.0165520664,
0.0199178043,
-0.0649972628,
-0.0368000736,
0.2980923235,
0.5475054294,
0.3097068490,
-0.0438660508,
-0.0746522389,
0.0291958795,
0.0231107770,
-0.0139736879,
-0.0064800900,
0.0047830014,
0.0017206547,
-0.0011758222,
-0.0004512270,
0.0002137298,
0.0000993776,
-0.0000292321,
-0.0000150720,
0.0000026408,
0.0000014593,
static double c4r[4], 
c6r[6] , 
c8r [8], 
clOr[10] 
cl2r[12] 
cl4r[14] 
cl6r[16] 
cl8r[18] 
c20r [20] 
c22r[22] 
c24r[24] 
c30r[30] 
c32r[32]
WAVE = 1; 
sig = -1.0; 
switch(*n) { 
case 4:
*lo=c4;
*hi=c4r; 
break; 
case 5:
*lo=c5;
*hi=c6r;
(*n)++; 
break; 
case 6:
*lo=c6;
*hi=c6r; 
break; 
case 7:
*lo=c7;
*hi=c8r;
(*n)++; 
break; 
case 8:
*lo=c8;
*hi=c8r; 
break; 
case 9:
*lo=c9;
*hi=cl0r;
(*n)++; 
break; 
case 10:
*lo=cl0;
*hi=clOr; 
break; 
case 11:
*lo=cll;
*hi=cl2r;
(*n)++; 
break; 
case 12:
*lo=cl2;
*hi=cl2r; 
break; 
case 13:
-0.0000001184,
-0.0000000673
>;
*lo=cl3; 
*hi=ci4r; 
(*n)++; 
break; 
case 14: 
*lo=c!4; 
*hi=cl4r; 
break; 
case 16: 
*lo=cl6; 
*hi=cl6r; 
break; 
case 18: 
*lo=cl8; 
*hi=cl8r; 
break; 
case 20: 
*lo=c20; 
*hi=c20r; 
break; 
case 22: 
*lo=c22; 
*hi=c8r; 
*n = 8 ; 
break; 
case 24: 
*lo=c24; 
*hi=c8r; 
*n = 8 ; 
break; 
case 26: 
*lo=c26; 
*hi=c8r; 
*n = 8 ; 
break; 
case 28: 
*lo=c28; 
*hi=c8r; 
*n = 1 2 ; 
break; 
case 30: 
*lo=c30; 
*hi=cl2r; 
*n = 1 2 ; 
break; 
case 32: 
*lo=c32; 
*hi=cl2r; 
*n = 1 2 ; 
break; 
case 35: 
*lo=c35; 
*hi=cl6r; 
*n = 16; 
break; 
case 36: 
*lo=c36; 
*hi=cl6r; 
*n = 16; 
break; 
case 39:
*lo=c39; 
*hi=c4r;
*n = 4; 
WAVE = 0; 
ALIGN = 6; 
break; 
case 40: 
*lo=c40; 
*hi=c4r;
*n = 4;
WAVE = 0; 
ALIGN = 6; 
break; 
case 41: 
*lo=c40; 
*hi=c4r;
*n = 4;
WAVE = 0; 
ALIGN = 8; 
break; 
case 42: 
*lo=c40; 
*hi=c4r;
*n = 4;
WAVE = 0; 
ALIGN = 12; 
break; 
case 43: 
*lo=qmf; 
*hi=c32r;
*n = 32; 
break; 
case 44: 
*lo=cqml; 
*hi=c8r;
*n = 8; 
break; 
case 45: 
*lo=cqm2; 
*hi=cl6r;
*n = 16; 
break; 
case 46: 
*lo=cqm3; 
*hi=c32r;
*n = 32; 
break; 
case 47: 
*lo=prqmf1; 
*hi=c6r;
*n = 6; 
break; 
case 48:
*lo=prqmf2;
*hi=cl2r;
*n = 12; 
break; 
case 49: 
*lo=prqmf3; 
*hi=cl8r;
*n = 18;
108
break; 
case 50:
*lo=prqmf4;
*hi=c24r;
*n = 24; 
break; 
case 51:
*lo=prqmf5;
*hi=c30r;
*n = 30; 
break; 
default:
printf("Error, not valid filter width specified\n"); 
printf(" number recieved '/,d\n",*n); 
exit(0); 
break;
>
for (k=0;k<(*n);k++) {
*(*hi + ((*n)-k-l)) = sig * (*(*lo + k)); 
sig *= -1.0;
>
total = 0.0; 
sum = 0.0;
for(k=0;k<(*n);k++) {
total += (*hi)[k] * (*hi)[k];
♦adjust = total;
>
/* Procedures used by quantization driver */
/* Global variables control the behavior of the quantizer methods */
/* beyond the command line specified arguments. */
/* GLOBAL: flag(s) to control procedures */
int DISPOSE; 
int TOP; 
int SHIFT;
unsigned int *STACK; 
double PRESS; 
double TOSS; 
double SWITCH; 
double SHARP;
/* Bit packing procedure to push the used bits together. */
/* This allows variable numbers of bins to be specified. */
int bitpack(unsigned int *pnums.unsigned int *ppnums,int length)
int i;
int n;
int left;
int size;
int codesize;
unsigned int temp;
i = 0; 
n = 0;
size = sizeof(unsigned int) * 8;
left = size;
ppnums[0] = 0;
codesize = SHIFT + 2;
while(i < length) {
if(left >= codesize) {
temp = (pnums[i] << (left - codesize)); 
ppnums[n] |= temp; 
left -= codesize; 
if(left == 0) { 
left = size; 
n++;
ppnums[n] = 0;
>
}
else {
temp = (pnums[i] >> (codesize - left)); 
ppnums[n] |= temp; 
n++;
ppnums[n] = 0;
temp = (pnums[i] << (size - (codesize - left)));
ppnums[n] |= temp;
left = (size - (codesize - left));
i++;
>
return(n+1);
>
/* Bit unpacking procedure to spread bits back out into expected */ 
/* locations. This simply undoes what packing did. */
int unbitpack(unsigned int *ppnums.unsigned int *pnums,int length)
{ int i;
int n;
int left;
int size;
int codesize;
unsigned int mask;
unsigned int temp;
i = 0; 
n = 0;
mask = ((1 «  (SHIFT + 2)) - 1); 
size = sizeof(unsigned int) * 8; 
left = size; 
codesize = SHIFT + 2; 
pnums[0] = 0; 
while(n < length) { 
if(left == 0) { 
left = size; 
i++;
>
temp = ppnums[i]; 
if(left >= codesize) { 
if(left == size) {
temp >>= (size - codesize); 
pnums[n] = (temp & mask); 
n++;
pnums[n] = 0;
>
else {
temp <<= (size - left); 
temp >>= (size - codesize); 
pnums[n] = (temp & mask); 
n++;
pnums[n] = 0;
>
left -= codesize;
else {
temp <<= (size - left); 
temp >>= (size - codesize); 
pnums [n] I= (temp & mask); 
i++;
temp = ppnums[i];
temp >>= (size - (codesize - left)); 
pnums[n] |= (temp & mask); 
n++;
pnums[n] = 0;
left = size - (codesize - left);
}
return(n);
>
/******************************************************************** /  
/* Zero run length encoder (RLE) */
/* This procedure exploits the number of zeros by run length coding */
/* them into reserved format. This coding method proved best for */
/* the counts. Other methods did not perform as well in the */
/* lossless compressor that follows quantization */
/******************************************************************** j  
int zeropack(dnums.pnums.length) 
unsigned int *dnums; 
unsigned int *pnums; 
int length;
{
int n; 
int i; 
int temp; 
int counter; 
unsigned int tmp; 
unsigned int count; 
unsigned int zeromask; 
unsigned int fullpack; 
unsigned int onemask; 
unsigned int bitmask;
i = 0; 
n = 0;
counter = 0;
zeromask = (1 << (SHIFT + 1)); 
onemask = 1; 
bitmask = 1;
fullpack = zeromask - 1;
count = 0;
whiled < length) {
while((dnums[i]==0.0) && (i < length)) { 
count++; 
i++;
>
if(count) {
counter += count; 
bitmask = 1; 
temp = 0;
/* pack the count in blocks of */
/* max until all in stream */  
while(count > fullpack) {
pnums[n] = (fullpack I zeromask); 
count -= fullpack; 
n++;
>
pnums[n] = (count | zeromask); 
n++;
>
while((dnums[i] != 0.0) && (i < length)) { 
pnums[n] = dnums[i]; 
n++; 
i++;
>
count = 0;
>
printf ("'/,d zeros packed\n" .counter); 
return(n);
/********************************************************************/ 
/* Zero unpacking procedure */
/* Simply uncodes the run lengths of zeros stored above. */
/*** #*** ***** * * ***** * ** ***** * *** ******* ****** ****** ********* * ******** /
int unzeropack(pnums.dnums,length)
unsigned int *pnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
int length;
{
int n; 
int i; 
int j ;
int counter; 
unsigned int count; 
unsigned int zeromask; 
unsigned int fullpack; 
unsigned int bitmask; 
unsigned int onemask;
i = 0; 
n = 0;
counter = 0;
zeromask = (1 << (SHIFT + 1)); 
onemask = 1; 
bitmask = 1;
fullpack = zeromask - 1; 
whiled < length) {
/* unpack the count in blocks of */
/* max until less than max */ 
while((zeromask & pnums[i]) && (i < length)) { 
count = (pnums[i] & fullpack); 
for(j=0;j<count;j++) { 
dnums [n] = 0; 
n++;
}counter += count; 
i++;
>
while((!(zeromask & pnums[i])) && (i < length)) { 
dnums[n] = pnums[i]; 
n++; 
i++;
>
>
printf ('"/,d zeros unpacked\n" .counter); 
return(n);
/* Inverse/reverse laplacian quantizer with entropy adjust */
void quantize(fnums,dnums, bin,minn.mean,erors,size,SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *minn;
float *mean;
float *erors;
int size;
int SHIFT;
{ int i;
int numbins;
int index;
int count;
int counter;
unsigned int mask;
double sum;
double sumsq;
double *q;double c;
double h;double cn;
double eps;
double twoa;
double astep;
double temp;
double step;
double min;
double max;
double test;
double stddev;
double halves;
double tempi;
double temp2;
double eror;
double zeta;
double point;
zeta = 0.001;
eps = 0 0000000000001;
mask = (1 «  SHIFT);
sum = 0'•0;
sumsq = 0.0;
step = (double) size;
min = 0 .0;
max = 0 .0;
for(i=0 ;i<size;i++) {
if(min > fnums[ij) { 
min = fnums [i];
>
else {
if(max < fnums[i]) { 
max = fnums [i];
>
sum += fnums[i] / step;
sumsq += (fnums[i] * fnums[i]) / step;
>
sum = sum * sum; 
stddev = sqrt(sumsq - sum); 
bin[0] = (float) stddev; 
c = (sqrt(2.0) / stddev); 
cn = 2.0; 
numbins = 1; 
for(i=0;i<SHIFT;i++) { 
numbins *= 2;
>
if(max < -min) { 
max = -min;
>
minn[0] = (float) max;
temp = max / (sqrt(2.0) * stddev) - 0.5;
twoa = 0.0;
astep = temp / (double) numbins; 
q = (double *) getvect(numbins.sizeof(double)); 
for(i=0;iCnumbins;i++) { 
twoa += astep;
test = ((cn * twoa +1.0) * ( 1 . 0 /  c))- eps;
halves = test / 2.0; 
tempi = -1.0 * c * test;
temp2 = log(cn * twoa + 1.0 - c * test);
while((fabs(templ-temp2)>zeta)&&(halves!=0.0)) { 
tempi = -1.0 * c * test;
temp2 = log(cn * twoa + 1.0 - c * test);
if(tempi > temp2) { 
test -= halves;
>
else {
test += halves;
>halves /= 2.0;
>
q[i] = test;
>
point = TOSS; 
for(i=0;i<numbins;i++) { 
if(q[i] < point) { 
q[i] = point;
>
>
sum = 0.0; 
count = 0; 
counter = 0; 
eror = 0.0; 
for(i=0;i<size;i++) {
temp = ((fnums[i] < 0.0) ? -fnums[i] : fnums[i]); 
if(temp <= point) { 
sum += temp*temp; 
temp = 0.0; 
count++;
>
index = 0;
while((q[index]<temp) && (index<(numbins-1))) { 
index ++;
>
if(index) {
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index— ;
>
if (fnums [i] < 0) •£ 
if(index) {
dnums[i] = (index I mask); 
eror += temp - q[index] ; 
counter++;
>
else {
dnums[i] = index;
>
>
else {
if(index) {
eror += temp - q [index]; 
counter++;
>
dnums[i] = index;
>
>
step = (double) count; 
if(count) {
mean[0] = (float) (sqrt(sum) / step);
else ■{
mean[0] = 0.0;
erors[0] = (float) (eror / (double) counter); 
free(q);
>
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/* Inverse/reverse laplacian unquantizer with entropy adjust */
void unquantize(fnums.dnums,bin,min,mean,erors.size.SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *min;
float *mean;
float *erors;
int size;
int SHIFT;
■C int i;
int numbins; 
int index; 
unsigned int mask; 
unsigned int block; 
double *q; 
double c; 
double cn; 
double k; 
double eps; 
double max; 
double test; 
double twoa; 
double temp; 
double stddev; 
double astep; 
double tempi; 
double temp2; 
double halves; 
double zeta;
zeta = 0.001; 
eps = 0.0000000000001; 
mask = (1 «  SHIFT); 
max = (double) min[0]; 
stddev = (double) bin[0]; 
block = mask - 1; 
c = (sqrt(2.0) / stddev); 
cn = 2.0; 
numbins = 1; 
for(i=0;i<SHIFT;i++) { 
numbins *= 2;
temp = max / (sqrt(2.0) * stddev) - 0.5; 
twoa = 0.0;
astep = temp / (double) numbins; 
q = (double *) getvect(numbins,sizeof(double)); 
for(i=0;i<numbins;i++) { 
twoa += astep;
test = ((cn * twoa + 1.0) * (1.0/ c)) - eps; 
halves = test / 2.0; 
tempi = -1.0 * c * test;
temp2 = log(cn * twoa + 1.0 - c * test);
while((fabs(templ-temp2)>zeta)&&(halves!=0.0)) { 
tempi = -1.0 * c * test;
temp2 = log(cn * twoa + 1.0 - c * test);
if(tempi > temp2) { 
test -= halves;
>else {
test += halves;
>
halves /= 2.0;
>
q[i] = test;
>
for(i=0;iCnumbins;i++) { 
q[i] += (double) erors[0];
}q[0] = (double) mean[0]; 
for(i=0;i<size;i++) {
index = (dnums[i] & block); 
if(index > numbins - 1) {
printf ("Error: index too big ’/,d\n" ,index);
>
if(dnums[i] & mask) {
fnums[i] = q [index] * -1.0;
>
else {
fnums[i] = q[index];
}
>
free(q);
j  *************** * **** ** **********************************************/ 
/* Minimum error laplacian quantizer */
/St:*******************************!!!**********#************************/
void quantizO(fnums,dnums,bin,minn,rang,shft,size,SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *minn;
float *rang;
unsigned char *shft;
int size;
int SHIFT;
{
int i;
int numb ins; 
int index; 
int *freq; 
int place; 
unsigned int mask; 
double sum; 
double sumsq; 
double *q; 
double c; 
double k; 
double temp; 
double step; 
double min; 
double max; 
double A; 
double Zk; 
double point;
sum = 0.0;
sumsq = 0.0;
step = (double) size;
min = 0.0;
max = 0.0;
for(i=0;i<size;i++) { 
if(min > fnumsCij) { 
min = fnums[i];
}
else {
if(max < fnums[i]) { 
max = fnums[i];
>
>
sum += fnums[i] / step;
sumsq += (fnums[i] * fnums[i]) / step;
}
sum = sum * sum;
bin[0] = (float) sqrt(sumsq - sum); 
if(max < -min) { 
max = -min;
>
else {
if(max > -min) { 
min = -max;
>
A = max - min;
rang[0] = (float) A; 
minn[0] = (float) min;
c = (sqrt(2.0) / (3.0 * (double) bin[0])); 
k = exp(c * min * -1.0) + exp(c * max) - 2.0; 
numbins = 1; 
for(i=0;i<SHIFT;i++) { 
numbins *= 2;
>
freq = (int *) getvect(numbins.sizeof(int)); 
q = (double *) getvect(numbins.sizeof(double)); 
for(i=0;i<numbins;i++) {
Zk = ((double) (i + 1) / (double) numbins) * A; 
if((Zk + min) <= 0.0) {
q[i] = (A * (exp(c * min * -1.0) -
exp(c * (Zk + min) * -1.0))) / k + min
>
else {
q[i] = (A * (exp(c * min * -1.0) +
exp(c * (Zk + min)) - 2.0)) / k + min;
}
>
point = TOSS; 
for(i=0;i<size;i++) { 
temp = fnums [i];
if((temp > -point) && (temp < point)) { 
temp =0.0;
>
index = 0;
while((q[index] < temp) && (index < numbins )) { 
index ++;
dnums[i] = index; 
freq[index]++;
>
index = 0; 
place = 0;
for(i=0;i<numbins;i++) { 
if(freq[i] > index) { 
index = freq[i]; 
place = i;
>
>
mask = (1 «  SHIFT); 
shft [0] = place; 
for(i=0;i<size;i++) { 
if(dnums[i] < place) {
dnums[i] = place - dnums[i]; 
dnums[i] |= mask;
>else {
dnums[i] -= place;
>
>
free(q); 
free(freq);
j ********************************************************************/ 
/* Minimum error laplacian unquantizer */
void unquantizO(fnums,dnums,bin,minn,rang,shft,size,SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *minn;
float *rang;
unsigned char *shft;
int size;
int SHIFT;
-c int i;
int numbins; 
int index; 
int place; 
unsigned int mask; 
unsigned int block; 
double *q; 
double *p; 
double c; 
double k; 
double min; 
double max; 
double A; 
double Zk;
numbins = 1; 
for(i=0;i<SHIFT;i++) { 
numbins *= 2;
>
A = (double) rang[0]; 
min = (double) minn[0]; 
max = min + A;
c = (sqrt(2.0) / (3.0 * (double) bin[0]));
k = exp(c * min * -1.0) + exp(c * max) - 2.0;
q = (double *) getvect(numbins,sizeof(double));
p = (double *) getvect(numbins,sizeof(double));
for(i=0;i<numbins;i++) {
Zk = ((double) (i + 1) / (double) numbins) * A; 
if((Zk + min) <= 0.0) {
q[i] = (A * (exp(c * min * -1.0) -
exp(c * (Zk + min) * -1.0))) / k + min;
>
else {
q[i] = (A * (exp(c * min * -1.0) +
exp(c * (Zk + min)) - 2.0)) / k + min;
>
>
p[0] = (q[0] + min) / 2.0; 
for(i=l;i<numbins;i++) {
p[i] = (q[i-l] + q[i]) / 2.0;
>
place = (int) shft[0]; 
mask = (1 «  SHIFT); 
block = mask - 1; 
for(i=0;i<size;i++) { 
if(dnums[i] & mask) {
dnums[i] = place - (dnums[i] & block);
>
else {
dnums[i] += place;
>
for(i=0;i<size;i++) { 
fnums [i] = p[dnums[i]];
>
free(q); 
free(p);
I  ******************************************************************** /  
/* uniform quantizer with mean shift */
/ H e * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void quantiz2(fnums,dnums,bin,minn,men,size,SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *minn;
float *men;
int size;
int SHIFT;
{
int i; 
int index; 
int target; 
int count; 
int *bincount; 
unsigned int temp; 
unsigned int mask; 
unsigned int block; 
double min; 
double max; 
double mean; 
double binsize; 
double tmp; 
double range; 
double epsilon; 
double *binmin; 
double sum; 
double binstep;
epsilon = 0.0000000000001; 
mask = (1 «  SHIFT); 
block = mask - 1;
binmin = (double *) getvect(block.sizeof(double)); 
bincount = (int *) getvect(block,sizeof(int)); 
if(fabs(fnums[0]) < epsilon) { 
fnums [0] = 0.0;
min = fnums[0]; 
max = min;
for(i=l;i<size;i++) {
tmp = ((fnums[i] < 0) ? -fnums[i] : fnums[i]); 
if(tmp < epsilon) { 
fnums[i] = 0.0;
>
tmp = fnums[i]; 
if(min > tmp) { 
min = tmp;
>
else {
if (max < tmp) ■£ 
max = tmp;
>
>
>
binsize = ((max - min) / ((double) block)); 
bin[0] = (float) binsize; 
write(QU,&block,sizeof(int)); 
binstep = binsize;
for(i=0;i<block;i++) {
write(QU,&binstep.sizeof(double)); 
binstep += binsize;
>
for(i=0;i<block;i++) { 
binmin[i] = max;
>
for(i=0;i<size;i++) {
index = (int) ((fnums[i] - min) / binsize); 
bincount[index]++; 
if(binmin[index] > fnums[i]) { 
binmin[index] = fnums[i];
>
}
index = 0;
target = bincount [index]; 
for(i=l;iCblock;i++) {
if(target < bincount[i]) { 
index = i;
target = bincount[index];
>
>
mean = binmin[index]; 
minn[0] = (float) mean; 
sum = 0.0; 
count = 0;
for(i=0;i<size;i++) { 
fnums[i] -= mean;
tmp = ((fnums[i] < 0) ? -fnums [i] : fnums [i]); 
if(bin[0] != 0.0) {
temp = (unsigned int) (tmp / binsize); 
if(temp == 0) {
sum += fnums [i] * fnums[i]; 
count++;
>
}
else {
temp = 0.0;
>
if(fnums[i] < 0) {
dnums [i] = (temp I mask);
>
else ■[
dnums[i] = temp;
>
>
men[0] = (float) (sqrt(sum) / (double) count);
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/* uniform unquantizer with mean shift */
void unquantiz2(fnums,dnums,bin,min,men.size,SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *min;
float *men;
int size;
int SHIFT;
i
unsigned int mask; 
unsigned int block; 
int i; 
double tmp; 
double mean; 
double binsize;
mask = (1 «  SHIFT); 
block = mask - 1; 
mean = (double) min[0]; 
binsize = (double) bin[0]; 
for(i=0;i<size;i++) {
tmp = (double) (dnums[i] & block); 
if(dnums [i] & mask) { 
if(dnums[i]) {
fnums [i] = (tmp*binsize)*-l.0+mean;
>
else {
fnums[i] = ((tmp*binsize)+men[0])*-l.O+mean;
>
>
else {
if(dnums[i]) {
fnums[i] = (tmp * binsize) + mean;
>
else {
fnums[i] = ((tmp * binsize) + men[0]) + mean;
>
>
>
>
/********************************************************************/ 
/* laplacian quantizer */
void quantiz4(fnums,dnums.bin,minn.size,SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *minn;
int size;
int SHIFT;
{ int i;
int numbins; 
int index; 
unsigned int mask; 
double sum; 
double sumsq; 
double *q; 
double c; 
double k; 
double twoa; 
double astep; 
double temp; 
double step; 
double min; 
double max; 
double point;
mask = (1 «  SHIFT);
sum = 0.0;
sumsq = 0.0;
step = (double) size;
min = 0.0;
max = 0.0;
for(i=0;i<size;i++) { 
if(min > fnums [ij) { 
min = fnums [i] ;
else {
if(max < fnums [i]) { 
max = fnums[i];
>
sum += fnums[i] / step;
sumsq += (fnums[i] * fnums[i]) / step;
>
sum = sum * sum;
c = (sqrt(2.0) / sqrt(sumsq - sum)); 
k = (sqrt(sumsq - sum) / sqrt(2.0)); 
numbins = 1; 
for(i=0;i<SHIFT;i++) { 
numbins *= 2;
>
twoa = 0.5 / (double) (numbins);
astep = 0.5 / (double) (numbins); 
q = (double *) getvect(numbins,sizeof(double)); 
q[0] = -1.0 * k * log(1.0 - 2.0 * twoa); 
for(i=l;i<numbins-l;i++) {
q[i] = -1.0*k*log((l.0/exp(c*q[i-i]))-2.0*twoa);
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bin[0] = (float) sqrt(sumsq - sum); 
point = TOSS; 
for(i=0;i<size;i++) {
temp = ((fnums[i] < 0.0) ? -fnums[i] : fnums[i]); 
index = 0; 
if(temp < point) { 
temp = 0.0;
>
while((q[index]<temp) && (index<(numbins - 1))) { 
index ++;
if(index) { 
index— ;
}
if(fnums [i] < 0) { 
if(index) {
dnums[i] = (index I mask);
>
else {
dnums[i] = index;
>
else {
dnums[i] = index;
>
free(q);
>
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/si'*******))':!'))'***’!'********’!'***’!'*’)'************’''’!'*****************’)'’!'’)'***’!'/
/* laplacian unquantizer */
/ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void unquantiz4(fnums,dnums,bin,rain,size.SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *min;
int size;
int SHIFT;
{
int i;
int numbins; 
int index; 
unsigned int mask; 
unsigned int block; 
double *q; 
double *p; 
double c; 
double k; 
double twoa; 
double astep;
mask = (1 «  SHIFT); 
block = mask - 1; 
c = (sqrt(2.0) / bin[0]); 
k = (bin[0] / sqrt(2.0)); 
numbins = 1; 
for(i=0;i<SHIFT;i++) { 
numbins *= 2;
>
twoa = 0.5 / (double) (numbins); 
astep = 0.5 / (double) (numbins); 
q = (double *) getvect(numbins.sizeof(double)); 
p = (double *) getvect(numbins,sizeof(double)); 
q[0] = -1.0 * k * log(1.0 - 2.0 * twoa); 
for(i=l;i<numbins-l;i++) {
q[i] = -1.0*k*log((l.0/exp(c*q[i-l]))-2.0*twoa);
p[0] = q[0] / 2.0; 
for(i=l;i<numbins;i++) {
 ̂ p[i]  = q [ i - l ]  + (q [ i - l ]  - pCi-1]);
for(i=0;i<size;i++) {
index = (dnums[ij & block); 
if (index > niimbins - 1) {
printf ("Error: index too big 7,d\n", index);
if(dnums[i] & mask) {
fnums [i] = p[index] * -1.0;
>
else {
fnums[i] = p [index];
>
>
free(q); 
free(p);
/********************************************************************/ 
/* simple normal quantizer */
/  * * % * * * * * % * * * * * * * * * * * i|c * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ % * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
void quantiz7(fnums,dnums,bin,minn,size,SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *minn;
int size;
int SHIFT;
{ int i; 
int index; 
unsigned int temp; 
unsigned int mask; 
unsigned int block; 
double min; 
double max; 
double binsize; 
double tmp; 
double range; 
double epsilon; 
double point; 
double dummy;
epsilon = 0.0000000000001; 
mask = (1 «  SHIFT); 
block = mask - 1; 
if(fabs(fnums[0]) < epsilon) { 
fnums[0] = 0.0;
}
min = fnums[0]; 
max = min;
for(i=l;i<size;i++) -[
tmp = ((fnums[i] < 0) ? -fnums [i] : fnums [i]); 
if(tmp < epsilon) { 
fnums [i] = 0.0;
>
tmp = fnums[i]; 
if(min > tmp) { 
min = tmp;
>
else {
if(max < tmp) { 
max = tmp;
>
>
}
if(max < -min) { 
max = -min;
>
binsize = (max / ((double) block));
bin[0] = (float) binsize;
minn[0] = (float) min;
dummy = binsize;
point = TOSS;
for(i=0;i<size;i++) {
tmp = ((fnums[i] < 0) ? -fnums[i] : fnums[i]); 
if(bin[0] != 0.0) { 
if(tmp < point) {
temp = 0;
>
else {
temp = (unsigned int) (tmp / binsize);
else { 
temp = 0;
}if(temp > block) {
printf("MAX PR0BLEM\n"); 
temp = block;
>
if(fnums [i] < 0) { 
if(temp) {
dnums[i] = (temp I mask);
>
else {
dnums [i] = temp;
>
>
else {
dnums[i] = temp;
> }
>
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/* simple normal unquantizer */
/  ft************** **$****** **$*$* *********$$********** *****)(( **$%** ****$/
void unquantiz7(fnums,dnums,bin,min, s ize,SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *min;
int size;
int SHIFT;
{
unsigned int mask; 
unsigned int block; 
int 1 ; 
double tmp; 
double mean; 
double binsize;
printf("bin = '/,f \n" ,bin[0]); 
mask = (1 «  SHIFT); 
block = mask - 1; 
mean = (double) min[0]; 
binsize = (double) bin[0]; 
for(i=0;i<size;i++) {
tmp = (double) (dnums[i] & block); 
if(dnums[i] & mask) {
fnums[i] = (tmp * binsize) * -1.0;
>
else {
fnums[i] = (tmp * binsize);
}
>
>
/* Equal area normal quantizer. f(x) = x */
void quantiz8(fnums,dnums,bin,minn,mean,erors.size,SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *minn;
float *mean;
float *erors;
int size;
int SHIFT;
{ int i;
int numbins; 
int index; 
int count; 
int counter; 
unsigned int mask; 
double sum; 
double *q; 
double K; 
double temp; 
double step; 
double min; 
double max; 
double eror; 
double point;
mask = (1 «  SHIFT); 
sum = 0.0;
step = (double) size; 
min = 0.0; 
max = 0.0;
for(i=0;i<size;i++) { 
if(min > fnums[i]) { 
min = fnums[i];
else {
if (max < f nums [i] ) •{ 
max = fnums[i];
>
>
>
numbins = 1; 
for(i=0;i<SHIFT;i++) { 
numbins *= 2;
}
if(max < -min) { 
max = -min;
minn[0] = (float) max;
K = (max * max) / ((double) numbins); 
q = (double *) getvect(numbins,sizeof(double)); 
q[0] = sqrt(K); 
for(i=l;i<numbins;i++) {
q[i] = sqrt(q[i-l]*q[i-l]+K);
}
point = TOSS; 
for(i=0;i<numbins;i++) {
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if(q[i] < point) { 
q[i] = point;
>
>
write(QU,&max,sizeof(double));
write(QU,&numbins,sizeof(int));
write(QU,q,numbins*sizeof(double));
sum = 0.0;
count = 0;
counter = 0;
eror = 0.0;
for(i=0;i<size;i++) {
temp = ((fnums[i] < 0.0) ? -fnums[i] : fnums[i]); 
if(temp <= point) { 
sum += temp*temp; 
temp = 0.0; 
count++;
}
index = 0;
while((q[index]<temp) && (index<(numbins-1))) {
^ index ++;
if(index) { 
index— ;
>
if(fnums [i] < 0) { 
if(index) {
dnums[i] = (index | mask); 
eror += temp - q[index]; 
counter++;
>
else {
dnums[i] = index;
>
>
else {
if(index) {
eror += temp - q[index]; 
counter++;
>
dnums[i] = index;
>
>
step = (double) count; 
if(count) { 
mean[0] = (float) (sqrt(sum) / step);
>else {
mean[0] = 0.0;
>
erors[0] = (float) (eror / (double) counter); 
free(q);
/* Equal area normal unquantizer. f(x) = x */
void unquantiz8(fnums,dnums,bin,min.mean,erors.size,SHIFT)
double *fnums;
unsigned int *dnums;
float *bin;
float *min;
float *mean;
float *erors;
int size;
int SHIFT;
{ int i;
int numbins; 
int index; 
unsigned int mask; 
unsigned int block; 
double *q; 
double K; 
double max; 
double temp;
mask = (1 «  SHIFT); 
max = (double) min[0]; 
block = mask - 1; 
numbins = 1; 
for(i=0;i<SHIFT;i++) { 
numbins *= 2;
>
K = (max * max) / ((double) numbins);
q = (double *) getvect(numbins,sizeof(double));
q[0] = sqrt(K);
for(i=l;i<numbins;i++) {
q[i] = sqrt(q[i-l]*q[i-l]+K);
>
q[0] = (double) mean[0] * -1.0; 
for(i=0;i<size;i++) {
index = (dnums[i] & block); 
if(index > numbins - 1) {
printf ("Error: index too big ’/,d\n" , index);
if(dnums[i] & mask) {
fnums[i] = q [index] * -1.0;
>
else {
fnums[i] = q[index];
}
>
free(q);
/* Program to quantize pyramids to compressable files. */
/* This program does much of the work of the compression process. */ 
/* Lossless methods used on the resultant file of this program will */ 
/* compress slightly. The order two arithmetic coder is recommended.*/ 
/$$**’(<**********************$**!)'*************************************/ 
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#define SIZE 262144 
int NORM;
/**$*’f‘$>k*$$’4e’t'$*$**********$$***$*$******>(t*$’ft3f‘>(‘’f'$********’l'>('$’l'$’l‘******:*/
#include "quprocs.c"
/i********************************************************************/
main(argc,argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[] ;
unsigned char *shft;
int fp;
int pf;
int n;
int i;
int j ;
int flag;
int xdim;
int stop;
int dex;
int ofst;
int packsize;
unsigned int *quan;
unsigned int *pack;
double *fil;
float *bins;
float *min;
float *mean;
float *erors;
float *range;
float *ball;
if(argc < 7) {
printf("Usage quant <file> <file> level flag toss num\n"); 
printf("First name is source file\n"); 
printf("Second name is target file\n");
printf("flag is the operation + to quantize - to unquantize\n");
printf("toss is the starting bin size\n");
printf("num is the quantizer method to use\n");
printf("linear = 0\n");
printf("inverted = l\n");
printf("constant = 2 \n");
printf("laplacian = 3 \n");
printf("min error = 4 \n");
exit(O);
>
fp = open(argv[l],0_RD0NLY); 
if (fp < 0) -C 
printf("File open failure\n");
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exit(O);
>
flag = atoi(argv[4]); 
if(flag < 0) { 
flag = 0;
>
stop = atoi(argv[3]);
TOSS = (double) atof(argv[5]);
NORM = atoi(argv[6]); 
if((NORM < 0) || (NORM > 4)) {
printf ("Invalid quantizer entered '/,d, please retry\n".NORM); 
exit(O);
>
printf("Input file open\n");
pf = open(argv[2],0_WRONLY|0_TRUNC|0_CREAT,0600); 
if(pf < 0) {
printf("Error: output file open fail\n"); 
exit(O);
>
printf("output file open\n");
SHIFT = 6;
/* QUANTIZE */ 
if (flag) -[
fil = (double *) getvect(SIZE,sizeof(double)); 
n = read(fp,fil,SIZE*sizeof(double)); 
if(n < 1) {
printf("File read failure\n"); 
exit(O);
>
printf("Input file read\n"); 
close(fp);
n /= (sizeof(double)); 
ofst = n / 4;
quan = (unsigned int *) getvect(n,sizeof(unsigned int)); 
pack = (unsigned int *) getvect(n,sizeof(unsigned int)); 
xdim = (int) sqrt((double) n); 
if((xdim*xdim) != n) {
printf("Error: image not square\n"); 
exit(0);
>
dex = stop*3;
bins = (float *) getvect(dex+1.sizeof(float)); 
min = (float *) getvect(dex+1,sizeof(float)); 
mean = (float *) getvect(dex+1.sizeof(float)); 
erors = (float *) getvect(dex+1,sizeof(float)); 
range = (float *) getvect(dex+1,sizeof(range)); 
shft = (unsigned char *) getvect(dex+l.sizeof(unsigned char)); 
for(i=0;i<stop;i++) { 
for(j=3;j>0;j— ) { 
switch (NORM) { 
case 0 :
quantiz8(fil+ofst*j,quan+ofst*j,
bins+dex,min+dex,mean+dex, 
erors+dex,ofst.SHIFT);
break; 
case 1 :
quantize(fil+ofst*j,quan+ofst*j,
bins+dex,min+dex,mean+dex, 
erors+dex,ofst,SHIFT);
break; 
case 2 :
quantiz7(fil+ofst*j,quan+ofst*j,
bins+dex,min+dex,ofst,SHIFT);
break; 
case 3 :
quantiz4(fil+ofst*j,quan+ofst*j,
bins+dex,min+dex,ofst.SHIFT);
break; 
case 4 :
quantizO(fil+ofst*j,quan+ofst*j,
bins+dex,min+dex,range+dex, 
shft+dex,ofst.SHIFT);
break;
}
dex— ;
>ofst /= 4;
TOSS /= 2;
>
ofst *= 4;
quantiz2(fil.quan.bins,min,mean,ofst.SHIFT); 
ofst = n / 4;
n = zeropack(quan.pack.n); 
packsize = n; 
n = bitpack(pack.quan.n); 
dex = stop*3;
write(pf,&dex,sizeof(int)); 
write(pf,&ofst,sizeof(int)); 
write(pf.ftpacksize,sizeof(int)); 
dex++;
if (N0RM==O) {
write(pf,bins,sizeof(float));
>
else {
write(pf.bins,dex*sizeof(float));
>
write(pf,min,dex*sizeof(float)); 
if((N0RM==1) II (N0RM==O)) {
write(pf,mean,dex*sizeof(float));
>
if(N0RM==4) {
write(pf.range,dex*sizeof(float)); 
write(pf,shft,dex*sizeof(unsigned char));
}
write(pf,erors,dex*sizeof(float)); 
write(pf,quan,n*sizeof(unsigned int));
/* UNQUANTIZE */ 
else {
n = read(fp.&dex,sizeof(int)); 
n = read(fp,ftofst,sizeof(int)); 
n = read(fp,ftpacksize,sizeof(int)); 
dex++;
bins = (float *) getvect(dex,sizeof(float)); 
min = (float *) getvect(dex,sizeof(float));
mean = (float *) getvect(dex,sizeof(float));
erors = (float *) getvect(dex,sizeof(float));
range = (float *) getvect(dex,sizeof(float));
shft = (unsigned char *) getvect(dex,sizeof(unsigned char));
if(N0RM==O) {
n = read(fp,bins,sizeof(float));
>
else {
n = read(fp,bins,dex*sizeof(float));
>
n = read(fp,min,dex*sizeof(float)); 
if((N0RM==1) II (N0RM==0)) {
n = read(fp,mean,dex*sizeof(float));
>
if(N0RM==4) {
n = read(fp,range,dex*sizeof(float)); 
n = read(fp,shft,dex*sizeof(unsigned char));
n = read(fp,erors,dex*sizeof(float)); 
if (n < 1) {
printf("File read failure\n"); 
exit(O);
}dex--;
quan = (unsigned int *) getvect(SIZE,sizeof(unsigned int)); 
pack = (unsigned int *) getvect(SIZE,sizeof(unsigned int)); 
n = read(fp,quan,SIZE*sizeof(unsigned int)); 
if(n < 1) {
printf("File read failure\n"); 
exit(O);
>
printf("Input file read\n"); 
close(fp);
n /= (sizeof(unsigned int)); 
n = unbitpack(quan,pack,packsize); 
n = unzeropack(pack,quan,n);
fil = (double *) getvect(SIZE,sizeof(double)); 
for(i=0;i<stop;i++) { 
for(j=3;j>0;j— ) { 
switch (NORM) { 
case 0 :
unquantiz8(fil+ofst*j,quan+ofst*j, 
bins+dex,min+dex,mean+dex, 
erors+dex,ofst.SHIFT);
break; 
case i :
unquantize(fil+ofst*j,quan+ofst*j,
bins+dex,min+dex,mean+dex, 
erors+dex,ofst,SHIFT);
break; 
case 2 :
unquantiz7(fil+ofst*j,quan+ofst*j,
bins+dex,min+dex,ofst,SHIFT);
break; 
case 3 :
unquantiz4(fil+ofst*j,quan+ofst*j,
bins+dex,min+dex,ofst.SHIFT);
break;
case 4 :
unquantizO(fil+ofst*j,quan+ofst*j,
bins+dex,min+dex,range+dex, 
shft+dex,ofst.SHIFT);
break;
>
dex— ;
>
ofst /= 4;
>
ofst *= 4;
unquantiz2(fil,quan,bins,min,mean,ofst.SHIFT); 
write(pf,fil,n*sizeof(double));
}
close(pf); 
free(fil); 
free(quan); 
free(pack); 
free(bins); 
free(range); 
free(shft); 
free(ball); 
return(0);
/* Program to compute statistics of images */
/* This program will compute entropy of the first argument image. */ 
/* The two image file arguments provide the targets of comparision. */ 
/* The program assumes the first argument is the original image. */ 
/* Signal to Noise (SNR) along with three types of mean square */
/* error (MSE) are computed. A difference file is created the size */ 
/* of the image. This file should show all black for good (perfect) */ 
/* reconstruction. Note this is hard coded for 512X512 images */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h> 
ttinclude <fcntl.h>
#include <math.h>
main(argc,argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv[];
int fp;
int n;
int i;
int j ;
int start;
int amount;
int freq [256];
int freq2[256] [256];
int min;
int max;
int ampmax;
int range;
unsigned char fil [262144]; 
unsigned char mil[262144]; 
unsigned int tmpfil; 
unsigned int tmpmil; 
unsigned int temp; 
unsigned int emax; 
int diffs[262144]; 
double tmpl; 
double tmp2; 
double msel; 
double dmsel; 
double mse2; 
double mse3; 
double snr; 
double mean; 
double sigma; 
double pofx[256]; 
double fofx [256][256]; 
double entropy; 
double entropy2;
if(argc < 3) {
printf("Usage mse <filename> <filename>\n"); 
printf("First name is source file\n"); 
printf("Second name is target file\n"); 
printf("computes errors from compression\n"); 
exit(0);
>
fp = open(argv[l],0_RD0NLY); 
if(fp < 0) { 
printf("File open failure\n"); 
exit(O);
>
n = read(fp,fil,262144*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
printf ('"/.s file read\n" ,argv [1] ) ; 
close(fp);
fp = open(argv[2],0_RD0NLY); 
if(fp < 0) {
printf("File open failure\n"); 
exit(0);
>
n = read(fp,mil,262144*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
close(fp);
printf ("'/,s file read\n" ,argv[2] ); 
if(n < 1) {
printf("File read failure\n"); 
exit(O);
>
n /= (sizeof(unsigned char)); 
for(i=0;i<256;i++) { 
freq[i] = 0; 
for(j=0;j<256;j++) { 
freq2 [i] [j] = 0;
>
>min = 0; 
max = 0; 
ampmax = 0; 
for(i=0;i<n;i++) {
if(ampmax < (int) fil[i]) { 
ampmax = (int) fil[i];
}
freq[(int) fil[i]]++;
diffs[i] = (int) fil[i] - (int) mil[i]; 
if(diffs[i] < min) { 
min = diffs[i];
>
else {
if(diffs[i] > max) { 
max = diffs[i];
>
>
>
for(i=0;i<512;i+=2) {
for(j=i*512;j<i*512+512;j++) {
freq2[(int) fil[j]] [(int) fil[j+512]]++;
> }
for(i=0;i<256;i++) { 
for(j=0;j<256;j++) {
fofx[i][j] = ((double) freq2[i] [j])/((double) (n/2-1));
}
>
rauige = max - min;
printf("frequency counted\n");
printf ("range = 7,d min = '/,d\n" .range,min);
entropy2 = 0.0;
entropy = 0.0;
mean = 0.0;
for(i=0;i<256;i++) {
pofxCi] = ((double) freq[i] / (double) n); 
if(pofx[i] != 0.0) {
entropy += pofx[i] * (log(pofx[i]) / log(2.0));
mean += (double) i * pofx[i];
>
for(i=0;i<256;i++) { 
for(j=0;j<256;j++) { 
if (fofx[i] [j] ! = 0.0) {
entropy2 += fofx[i] [j] * (log(fofx[i] [j]) / log(2.0));
>
>
for(i=0;i<256;i++) {
sigma += (((double) i - mean)*((double) i - mean))*pofx[i];
>
printf ("file '/,s has mean '/,20.151f\n and variance '/,20.151f \n" , 
argv[l],mean,sigma); 
entropy *= -1.0; 
entropy2 *= —1.0;
printf ("order one entropy of file '/,s is '/,20.151f \n", 
argv[l].entropy); 
printf ("order two entropy of file '/,s is '/,20.151f \n" , 
argvCl].entropy2); 
msel = 0.0; 
dmsel = 0.0; 
mse2 = 0.0; 
snr = 0.0; 
emax = 0;
for(i=0;i<n;i++) { 
diffsti] -= min; 
tmpfil = (unsigned int) fil[i]; 
tmpmil = (unsigned int) mil[i]; 
tmpl = (double) tmpfil;
tmp2 = (double) tmpmil;
temp = ((tmpmil < tmpfil)?(tmpfil-tmpmil):(tmpmil-tmpfil));
if(emax < temp) {
emax = temp;
>
if(tmpfil != 0) {
snr += (double) temp / (double) tmpfil;
else {
if(temp != tmpfil) {
snr += (double) (temp - tmpfil);
> }
msel += ((tmpl - tmp2) * (tmpl - tmp2)); 
dmsel += (tmpl * tmpl);
mse2 = msel; 
mse3 = mse2; 
msel /= dmsel;
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mse2 /= ((double) n * (double) ampmax * (double) ampmax);
mse3 /= ((double) n * sigma);
snr /= (double) n;
snr = (1.0 - snr) * 100.0;
printf ('"/,30.201f mean square error value squared\n" ,msel) ; 
printf ("'/,30.201f mean square error variance type\n",mse3); 
printf ("'/,30.201f mean square error max amplitude\n" ,mse2) ; 
printf ("'/,30.201f signal to noise ratio\n" ,snr); 
printf ("'/,9d maximum error\n" ,emax); 
if(range < 256) { 
for(i=0;i<n;i++) {
mil[i] = (unsigned char) diffs[i];
fp = open("diff.fil",0_WR0NLY|0_CEEAT|0_TRUNC,0600); 
if(fp < 0) { 
printf("Error: diff.fil file open fail\n"); 
exit(0);
>
i = write(fp,mil,n*sizeof(unsigned char)); 
if(i != (n*sizeof(unsigned char))) {
printf("Error: diff.fil file write fail\n");
>
close(fp);
>
else {
printf("Error: range too large to fit unsigned char\n"); 
return(0);
j  * * ** * * * * * % * * * $ % * * # * * * * * * * S)C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * $ * * * * * * * * * * J(C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
/* Program to shuffle pyramid file to text format. */
/* Note: this is hard coded for 512x512 images pyramids. */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h> 
ttinclude <fcntl.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "memproc.c"
#define SIZE 262144
/**** ***** I******* **** ************** **************** ****************** /
void shuf(fil.mil,levdim,dim)
double *fil;
double *mil;
int levdim;
int dim;
int i; 
int step; 
int index;
index = 0; 
step = 0;
while(index < (levdim*levdim)) { 
for(i=step;i<step+levdim;i++) { 
mil[i] = fil [index]; 
index++;
>
step += dim;
>
>
j ********************************************************************/
/********************************************************************/ 
main(argc,argv) 
int argc; 
char *argv [] ;
■c
unsigned char *image;
int fp;
int n;
int nn;
int i;
int dim;
int temp;
int level;
int levdim;
int offset;
int downdim;
char *ext = ".shuf\0";
char *quanfile;
double lofactor;
double stepfactor;
double *fil;
double *mil;
FILE *pf;
if(argc < 3) {
printf("Usage shuf <filename> levels\n"); 
printf("<filename> is source file\n"); 
printf("levels is the pyramid levels used\n"); 
printf("Shuffles the pyramid into textbook form\n"); 
exit(O);
>
fp = open(argv[l],0_RD0NLY); 
if(fp < 0) { 
printf("File open failure\n"); 
exit(0);
>
fil = (double *) getvect(SIZE,sizeof(double)); 
n = read(fp,fil,262144*sizeof(double)); 
close(fp); 
if (n < 1) -C
printf("File read failure\n"); 
exit(0);
>
n /= (sizeof(double)); 
offset = n / 4; 
dim = (int) sqrt((double) n); 
if((dim*dim) != (int) n) {
printf("Error, image read not square\n"); 
exit(0);
>
level = atoi(argv[2]); 
levdim = dim >> level;
mil = (double *) getvect(n,sizeof(double)); 
shuf(fil.mil,levdim,dim); 
while(levdim != dim) {
shuf(fil+levdim*levdim,mil+levdim,levdim,dim);
shuf(fil+2*levdim*levdim,mil+levdim*dim,levdim,dim);
shuf(fil+3*levdim*levdim,mil+levdim*dim+levdim,levdim,dim);
levdim *= 2;
quanfile = (char *) getvect(80,sizeof(char)); 
strcpy(quanfile,argv[l]); 
strcat(quanfile,ext);
fp = open(quanfile,0_WE0NLY|0_CREAT|0_TRUNC,0600); 
free(quanfile); 
if(fp < 0) { 
printf("File open failure\n"); 
exit(0);
>
nn = write(fp,mil,n*sizeof(double)); 
free(mil); 
free(fil);
if(nn != (n*sizeof(double))) {
printf("Error, shuffled file write fail\n"); 
exit(0);
}close(fp);
printf("shuffled image written\n"); 
return(0);
J * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * *  * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * /
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